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The Little Store
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BELGIUM F ACE
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Quality and Large Variety of
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"Soltaire " Goods. Always the Leader
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GROG

R

Southern Corner Plaza,
WITH

ALL

CASH
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Santa Fe. Telephone
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WHOLESALE
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For INTERNATIONAL

No. 40.

TICKETS

REGISTER

RETAIL

STOCK

Long Unable to Stand
On Her Feet More Than a Few
Minutes at a Time.

Mrs. Delia

Pendergrass, Ga. Mrs. Delia Long,
of this place, in a recent letter, says:
"For five or six years, I suffered agonies with womanly troubles.
Often, I couldn't sit up more than a
few minutes at a time, ,and if I stood
on my feet long, I would faint
I took Cardui, and it helped me Immediately. Now, I can do my work all
the time, and don't suffer like I did."
Take Cardui when you feel ill in any
way weak, tired, miserable, or under
the weather. Cardui is a strength-buildintonic medicine for women.
It has been found to relieve pain and
distress caused by womanly troubles,
and is an excellent medicine to have on
hand at all times.
Cardui acts on the womanly constitution, building up womanly strength,
toning up the nerves, and regulating
the womanly organs.
Its half century of success is due to
merit. It has done good to thousands.
Will you try it? It may be just what
you need. Ask your druggist about
Cardui. He will recommend it

FOOD.

All kinds of Flowers,

tarden

Iola

45
Dawson Coal
Sawed Wood

PORTLAND CEMENT

El Toro

R. J. CRICHTON
All Kinds of Building Materials.

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Ul

Street, Near Union Depot.

Hicko.x

Phone, Red 100

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

JOY, PLEASURE,
(Letitia S. Ulrick.)
Doth know what joy means?
'Tis faith to say "Thy will be done,"
As each morn we see God's rising sun,
And feel that day most wisely spent
When to some one our hand
was lent:
This is What Joy Means.

General Express Forwarders
TO

Parts of the World.

iftFV

and ,nconvenience bv Purchasing Wells
f C illUllLl Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler's Checks and Foreign Money Orders.

,B

U. S

SENT BV TELEURAPH

REMITTANCES

W.

"c.tSs"

CANADA, MEXICO

C. LONG,

Santa Fe, N. M.

Agt.,

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

s
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LIVERY CO.,

LIVERY

S

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

J. R. CREATH,

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOODY S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant

J

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOSJ
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

STTE

J

Death of Las Vegas Woman
Mrs. Felipe Montoya after an ill'
ness of nine months, died at the Mon- t
Mrs.
ivy uuuie ar, uns vegas.
toya was 60 years of age.

'

flion-'tha-

A Funny Noise.
The people of New Mexico are certainly romping to their own in the
Since they went
way of civilization.
into the statehood business they have
a legislature that is fighting like sin
and the noise this institution makes
sounds like the devil on a tin roof.
Field and t arm,
Schaefer-Thompso-

Wedding.
Witnessed only by members of the
immediate family the marriage of Miss
Marie Schaefer, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. O. G. Schaefer, to Frank Thompson of Urbana, O., occurred iii the rectory of the Church of the Immaculate
Conception at Las Vegas. Rev. Father
A. Rabeyrolle officiating.
Mrs. Carlos
Dunn, the bride's sister, acted as
matron of honor and Harry Wingo was
best man.
n

More Indictments.
The following additional indict- ments have been returned in district
court for San Juan county: L. Welsh,
Fritz
carrying a deadly weapon;
Brandt, cattle stealing; T. H. Jones,
assault with weapon; Roy Sullivan,
charged with cutting off calf's ear.
The murder trial against the Navajo
who is accused
of killing Itichard
Wetherill, was delated by the nonappearance of the pr'incip'a'i'ViiWss,
William Finn. It is understood that
a bench warrant was issued for him.
Two Robberies.
For the second time within a week
the second hand store of Juan Ortega
on National avenue a short distance
east of the county bridge, at Las Vegas, was broken into and a number of
articles were stolen. The burglars
made their entrance by forcing the
back door. Smoking tobacco, canned
goods, and a number of knives were
stolen. The thief or thieves attempt
ea to break into the money drawer,
but the file with which they tried to
break the lock broke off. A similar
robbery of the Ortega store occurred
a week ago. The cottage belonging
to the Agua Pura Company at Hot
Springs was broken into and a small
amount of silverware stolen.

CUTICURA

At Antwerp, one battalion of scouts
and a section of artillery of the civil
guard joined the manifestants. They
rebelled against the police authorities
and vented their feelings in demolishing windows. The clerical press de
mands the dismissal of these troops.
In addition to the troubles at Liege
and Verviers, where Gendarmes fired
upon a crowd, killing or wounding
more than fifty persons, among whom
were two children, there was less serious rioting at Bruges.
Toirnaia,
Ghent, Louvaiu, Antwerp and in this
city.
Catholic Institutions Attacked.
Several Jesuit colleges and Catholic institutions were attacked and the
windows smashed. The Gendarmes
charged the rioters with broadswords.
Several persons were killed and a
score wounded in the exchange of vo!- itjs Detween mounted Gendarmes
and rioters at Liege.

i

;

IF YOU WILL "TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE YOU'LL LAND-ANFISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT. OUR LINES ARE NEW
AND FRESH AND STRONG; OUR REELS ARE NOT RUSTY
WHENEVER THE THOUGHT OF HARDWARE ENTERS YOUR
MIND, ALSO LET IN THE THOUGHT THAT OUR STORE IS THE
PLACE TO BUY RELIABLE HARDWARE.

Soap and Ointment
No other emollients do so much
for pimples, blackheads, red,
rough and oily skin, itching,
scaly scalps, dry, thin and falling
hair, chapped hands and shapeless
nails. They do even more for
and disfigured infants.

The fatal encounter occurred near
the Socialist headquarters at Populate. Firing revolvers in the air,
the Protestants advanced
through
the streets, sacking stores and cafes
as they went. After they had arrived
at the headquarters, several shots
were fired from within upon the
mounted gendarmes.
Several Killed.
The commandant,
the
thinking
soldiers were about to be overwhelmed
..
"UV
ihn
ill anu sev- '... wuci iun me- ul vwu
eral persons fe:i in the hail of b illets
follnwprt some being instantly
killed. At Liege enormous damage
was done by the rioters last night. Today the streets were piled high with
broken tables, chairs, beams, planks
and stones, the arms used by the mob
in attacks upon the police.
Demand Separation.
ine tramways were wrecked.
In
the Place St. Lambert, the rioters
overturned the street cars and used
them as barricades from
behind
wmcn tney hurled missiles,
injuring
several,
lhe favorites cries of the
manifestants are those demanding
the administrative separation of the
Flemish and the Walloon provinces.
Some of the newspapers
report a
growing sentiment among the working classes in the Walloon districts
of the southeast in favor of annexation to France. Fifty thousand additional reservists will be called out, it
was said today. The
agitation is
spreading throughout the country.
Thirty Fell in Riot.
Verviers, Belgium, June 4. A mob
1UU"J assaneu genuarmes
with mis
siles. The latter charged
repeatedly
and when the rioters refused to disperse, opened fire.
Thirty of the
mob fell, killed or wounded.
Seven
gendarmes were injured. Many arrests were made.
Miners Join Movement.
Ghent, Belgium, June 4. Two thousand miners struck today in protest
against the maintenance of the present government.
A score of persons
were wounded today in a
fight with
Mobs attacked several
gendarmes.
convents, breaking the windows of
the buildings.
The rioters
also
smashed all the windows in the stores

Hardware Co,

Wood-Davi- s

Phone

14.

If Its

Hardware We Have It

Althnurtt Cutlcnra Sortp and Ointment arc
Bold tiy druggists and dealers
everywhere, a libera
Eanipb or each, with
booklet on the car
and treatment of skin and hair, will be aent,
c,
on application to "Cnticura," Dept. A, Boston.

Why Import Mineral Water ?

r : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
sort to violence but to continue the
Maiden
fight within constitutional limits. It
is believed that any spread of the
All
of
agitation will result in trouble among
the Socialist working classes. The
Ball
Ale
miners at Seraing, Jemeppe and
Grand have struck.
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders

Celebrated

Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda,
Special High
Ginger

e

CUBAN

REBEL MOVEMENT
IS GAINING GROUND.

on.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

to Suspend
Congress
Expected
Constitutional Guarantees at
Today's Session.
is

FRANK M.JONES,

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, June 4. The
rebel movement is gaining strength
rapidly, and conditions are becoming
worse, according to advices received
at the state department today by the
Lamaya Fidelity Company, an American concern at Lamaya. This company
reports the destruction of fields, buildings, stores and the loss of livestock
by rebel operations.
Will Suspend Constitution.
Havana, June 4. There is no ques
tion that Congress at a special session this afternoon will pass bill au
thorizing the president to suspend
the constitutional guarantees, but
there is doubt as to whether the president will make the decree apply to
the whole island or to the province of
Oriente only.
Havana Feels Insecure.
Many disquieting rumors regarding
in
suspicious movements of negroes
Havana, and vicinity, were afloat last
night. One band is reported to have
left the city during the night. Another armed band is reported in the vicinity of Wajay. Several arrests of suspected negroes have been made in Havana. One of these is believed to be
an emissary sent by General Estenoz
to start an uprising in the western
provinces. The government today was
still without news from Oriente.

Plains.

REAL ESTATE

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,
Or. Phone No. r?ed 76

SPECIAL

SAN FRANCISCO,

SAN DIEGO,

OAKLAND,

$40.55

$50.55

June

THE

MM

or alter Ladies'
Gents' Garments at

HOTEL

stiff-backe- d

and Gents' Custom

To

Be Completed July 1st, 1912.

SAN FRANCISCO
PORTLAND

one way via
or SEATTLE,

$67.50

I

DATES OF SALE :
12, 13, 14, 15, 16,17, 18, 19, 20. Return limit Aug. 12, 1912
Aug. 29, 30, 31 ; Sept. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Return limit Oct. 31, 1912.

LIBERAL STOP-OVE- R
PRIVILEGES
VISIT THE GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA
Pullman -- iid Tourist Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
on all Santa Fe Trains.
For Summer Tourist Rates to Other Points Apply to Any Santa Fe
Agent.

clear white liquid for cleansing
purifying and healing skin and scalp

The Tailor

IN

WASHINGTON.
LOS ANGELES,

A

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

FARES

CALIFORNIA, OREGON,

LIPOID

diseases.
Stops itching or burning instantly;
cures eczema permanent.
A few days after using the Liquid
the disease begins to disappear.
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fischer Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.

EXCURSION
TO POINTS

Tonight only.

STENZEL ECZEMA

SS

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

Tonight's at the Elks: The Punishment; War's Havoc; Cholera of the

eg-on-

....

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
SANTA FE, N. M.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse Power

S. C. Buff

4

A

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.

Orpingtons

Eggs for Hatching.

Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
left at the factory.

several streets
Socialists Regret Coalition.
EXPRESS LINE.
June 4. The Socialist
Brussels,
Telephone II.
leaders declare they made a mistake
Phone Red 161.
in entering into a coalition with the
'wo Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
liberals at the recent election. Hence- Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
Hegular Meals 25 cents.
the north bound train and arrives at
forth they will struggle
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c.
separately.
The new chamber of deputies will conShort Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other
101
tain
44
Clericals,
Liberals, ,19 Soway. Good covered hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.(!0
cialists and 2 Democrats, or a Clerical
LIGHT. SILENT AND RELIABLE.
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
MURALTER PASH
Vrench Noodle Order JOc. a disn,
majority of 16 over the opposition coalfurnished commerc al men to take If
BROS.. Agts., Santa Fe,
ition. There are several new seats
Kew York Chop Suey 50c
the surrounding oine. Wlr B'.nbudc
this year of which the Socialists captured four, though most of them went
Society Stationery The New Mext-cato the Clericals.
Fear Socialistic Workers.
Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
Paul Hymans, the Liberal leader, is
There'll Be many More on the Fourth. sued an appeal to Liberals not to re-forms in society stationery. The new
Wth jaws tightly clinched and
size correspondence cards, etc. Orwritten in every line of his face, DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
Will clean, press, repair ders taken for engraved and em
bossed work. Several lines to make
George Albertson died of by local applications, as they cannot
Rooms With Bath,
and your selection from.
tetanus at the Denver
county reach the diseased portion of the ear.
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
hospital.
Kept under the influ There is only one way to cure deafence of drugs for two days past ness, and that is by constitutional
FOR SALE A lot of second hand
to alleviate to some extent his suffer- remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
reasonable prices and
ing, the boy was unconscious nearly inflamed condition of the mucous linbelting, hangers, pulleys, and shaftall day yesterday, lying
will guarantee his work. ing; one 12 horse power and one 22
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
and rigid. Every muscle of his body this tube is inflamed you have a rumpower Leffel Engine, drst claf
Orders taken for Ladies' horse
was contracted by the terrible poison bling sound or
condition; one 40 horse power locoimperfect hearing, and
at work in his system. The slightest when it is entirely closed, deafness
motive type boiler capable of carrying
This is something; new for a Denver Hotel.
Sclenoe is the result, and un'ess the inflamjar caused a convulsion.
75 pounds of steam, pasi nl upon by
Made Suits, Overcoats, Boiler
baffled. Every effort known to mation can be taken out and this tube
Inspector; radiators, steam
Larger rooms With bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per stood
it had been made. All had failed. Six restored to its normal condition, hearpiping and valves; a f0 gallon gasoor
Skirts
Suits.
Riding
times the powerful tetanus serum had ing will be destroyed
line tank, with other sundry Items.
forever; nina
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms j been
injected into his body. It made cases out of ten are caused by catarrh
of these items will be sold cheap
Thirty years' of experience in Any
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire no impression. The jaws continued which is nothing but an inflamed conadif taken at once. If inter,;gte.I
locked, and the body lost none of its dition of the mucous surfaces.
tailoring: in seme of the largest dress the New Mexict'i Printing Con
Proof Annex, every room with bath.
rigidity.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
Shortly after 6 o'clock the
pany, SanU Fe. New Mexico
cities in Europe and America.
boy's suffering ended. There was a for any case of Deafness, caused by
shudder, a twitch of the body and the catarrh, that cannot be cured by
Let Him Know It It you are out of
physician at the side of the bed turn- Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu101 Washington Avenue.
a position, you must let the employer
ed away and hurried out as the moth- lars, free.
know it. A want advertisement in the
er fell sobbing across the bed. 'Just
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
ness and professional men in the city
Phone
223.
Black
five days ago the boy stepped on a
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
and county and a great many in the
rusty nail while playing about his
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!- - Goods Called
for and Delivered. state. If you have any special talhome. Blood poisoning set in.
pation.
ent, do not hide It under a bushel.
CHAS. QANN, Prop.

Pnone 14

skin-tortur-

Fatal Encounter.'

Doth know what g'oom means?
To be companion
by a selfish heart,
And in other' lives to ake no part,
To feel no tender longing or desire
For human love, or home hearth fire
This is what gloom means.

100

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

AVP

Soldiers Join Strikers.

tl "rite to : Ladles' Advisory Dept.. Chttti-nootc- a
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Special
book, "Home Treatmnt
Women," sent in plain wrapper, on request.

Doth know what pleasure means?
To feel the heart in gladness bound
At some pure hope the mind has
found
That lifts the earth-worspirit high
And soars it beyond a sob or sigh:
This is what pleasure means.

ltll3

morrow.

N. B.

THE

All

a revolutionary character. Following
last, night's troubles at Liege,
and
other places, the Socialist central
committee declared today that
it
would proclaim a general strike to-

n

Lumber and Coal Yard
I'ard

STRIKERS

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Brussells, June 4. The Post election riots in Belgium have taken on

ULOOM.

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

W

SfflCLM

Demand Administrative Separation of Walloon and Flemish
Provinces

field seeds la bulk and packages

&

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

SOLDIERS

instructions, and
Idc

ALFALFA SEED.

Scores Fall When Gendarmes
Fire Into Mobs in
Several Cities

g

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Site Agent.

KEEP THE

FAINT

ELECTION

Again Reminds You of the Superior

TUESDAY, JUNE 4, 1912.

n

$1.50

13

Eggs

CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Phone Red 204.
New Mexican
bring results.

315 Palace Ave

want

ads.

always

Engraved calling cards in the latest forms and styles can be secured
promptly at the New Mexican Printing Company. Let us have your plate.
You will always know where to find
place your order with the New Mexican Printing Company. No order
too small or too
large to receive

promtpt attention.

J. F. RHOADS
UPHOLSTERING

and repairing of your
FURNITURE
It costs but little to renew your
Furniture. See RHODS and
let him show you what he can do.

104 Galisteo Street
Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA

FE.N.M.

If you use embossed stationery. ou
can do no better than niacins vonr nr.
der with the New Mexican Printing
prices will be quoted upon request
Our styles and forms are strictly up
to date.

TUESDAY, JUNE 4, 1912.

TEE SA3JTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SAXTA FE, N.

Permanent Cure For
Chronic Constipation

A

M.

PAGE THREE

more severe, saying that every saloon wells from $::.0() to $1.00
per year. The
keeper in New Mexico would be glad bill passed as amended :!." to 0.
to pay the maximum fine of $25 to
NewResolutions adopted by the
The use of simple herbs as remedies instead of the more concentrated and
se'l booze on election day.
This Mexico Historical Society, thanking
usually more dangerous inur&inic substances, has been revived very widely of late.
amendment as well as several other the House for the use of the ball of In Germany a new school of physicians
has arisc'i which throws out almost a
MARY minor amendments were
whole of the pharmacopeia and relics on an adaptation of the method of wild
adopted.
representatives, was read.
animals in curing themselves
.V. )'. H'orlJ.
The Sterring Committee
Llewellyn said he well knows that
reported
It was Dr. R. V Pierce, chief consulting
the bosses and gangsters do
physician to the Invalids Hotel and
Although those may dispute it who salts or waters, but operates gently,
not favorably fourteen bills, resolutions
Institute
Surreal
of BuQalo, N. Y who fir,t advocated the extended use of some
have not tried it, yet thousands of without griping and without shock to Radical ond Sweeping Wis- want this primary law. they want the and memorials.
ot our native roots, such as : Golden seal and
Oregon grape root, mandrake
An effort to pass Senate Bill No. 111!, and queen s root black cherrybork.
others, who speak from personal ex- the system. It contains tonic proper
consin Act Passed at Even- old methods to prevail. The bosses
These are the chief
in Doctor
tell you: "You do not know ho.v to under suspension of the rules, made rierce s Oolden Medical Discovery, which has been so well ingredients
perience, assert that there is a per- ties that strengthen the stomach and
and favorably known
for nearly hu!f a century.
manent cure for chronic constipation. bowel muscles so that in time med
ing Session
vote." They gather in some obscure by Vargcis. failed.
A harmless cleanser and
stomach tonic that uuturc has provided.
Some testify they were cured for as icines of all kinds can be
room, fix up a ticket ami try to make
New Bills.
dispensed
.T. Do.vAi.n Mathkhom of
little as fifty cents, years ago, and with and nature is again solely relied
Ossinimr, N. Y. says: " I sufuie people swa'low it.
Thank God
The following bills were introduced:
fered for over live years with vi hat the doctors told me was
IS
that the trouble never came back on on. Among the legions who testily
the
of
Almighty,
this new
people
House Bill No. 27ft, by Carter to reilildtcd ruiiiiiliuii of Uie xfomiu h, iixxtu iiiU il trim n vtititr-rlu- tl
state will start right, and this bill will peal
miirfitinn of nunc, mtii,
them, while others admit they took to these facts are Mr. Jas. A. Luslv
haul. I had tried
chapter 15, Laws of !(!), etc.
enouirh mix. bismuth, gentian, rhiilurb. i tc, to lloat a ship
several bottle before a steady cure man, Logan, Utah; and
start right, and this bill willi sound
House
Bill
No.
to
by
ami
Josephine
Mullens,
no
was
there
20,
cure
It
for me, but after
Had
Been Slated to Become the death knell of the bosses."
naturally thought
was brought about.
bailey, Sheridan, Wyo.; and they al
reading what eminent doctors said of the. curat! vo qualities
prescribe the procedure for laying
of
Law
tlie
"Have
But
been
of
'Golden Medical Discover-,- ' I trave it
Failed on Final
measured
you
ingredients
The remedy referred to is Dr. Cald- ways have a' bottle of it in the house
for a sewer pipe, etc., across private
a fair trial. Took the ' Discovery ' and also the 'Pleasant,
shroud?" asked Blanchard.
well's Syrup Pepsin. It has been on for it is a reliable laxative for all the
Vote- lVIIeK' and can truthfully say I am feeling better now
"I never was a boss," replied Llew
than I 'lave; in years. I cheerfullv give permission to print,
the market for over a quarter of cen- family from infancy to old ago.
House Kill No. 2S1, by Young, to
this testimonial.
if any 'douhtiiuj Thomas' writes me
ellyn.
tury and has been popularized on its
The House held an interesting and
1 will '
prohibit the distribution of poisonous
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
medicine In tin.
put hi'M vi ;c. ' to tlio best
Tully expressed his joy that this drugs.
merits, by one person telling another. thts remedy before buying it in the Important session last evenine. The
p. Mathithon. Ksq.
country
bill originated with the Republicans
The fact that its strongest supporters regular way of a
House Bill Xo. 2S2, by Burg, requir
at fifty passage of the Wisconsin Primary law and was
are women an delderly people the cents or one dollar druggist
supported by the Republithe most important and the de- cans.
a large bottle
ing
municipal treasurers to deposit
It
is true, the bosses do not
ones most persistently constipated
special action advisable, The bill
funds.
(family size) can have a sample bot- feat of Coronado county by a narrow want
SELLING PRESSURE
ed 2:i to 0.
the direct primary hut the rank
makes it certain that the claims re- tle sent to the home fre
House Bill No. 2S:!, by Burg, provid
STRENGTHENS MARKET.
of charge margin, the most surprising.
and
House
file
Bill
desire
it.
"The
Xo.
measure
is
Mil, an act appropri-utingarding it as a permanent cure for by simply addressing Dr. W. B. Caldbenate Substitute for House Substi
for a uniform system of accounl-ining
I
$1S,000
for improvement of the Railroad Steel
constipation have not been exaggerat- well, 405 Washington St., Monticelfo, tute for House Bill No. 14, to prohibit pure gold and like especially the
and Copper Issues
for all county officers.
Hio Grande passed 2," to 0.
clause providing for a second choice."
ed.
111.
Showed Net Gains at Close of
Your name and address on a pos- drinking of intoxicants on trains was
House Bill No. 281, by the Steering
declared that the people of
House
Burg
Bill
Xo.
It is not violent like cathartic pills, tal card will do.
or
22, the Hours
tabled.
.
Committee, an act defining crimes.
Dealings.
Bernalillo county had suffered
Service Law passed 24 to 0.
for
On motion of Blanchard,
Coronado County Defeated.
Senate
t
for lack of such a law.
By Special Leased rire to Xew
House Bill No. 41,
blackHouse Bill No. 15S, to create the wenty years
Mexican)
The platform of both great parties is Substitute for Senate Bill No. lOfi, the listing, was amended prohibiting
RATES ON PACKING HOUSE
New York, .lime I. Absence of sellso as to give the
MUSICALE TOMORROW
of Coronado, out of portions
was
made
county
Bill,
County
spethe
Salary
to a direct primary and no
PRODUCTS IN SOUTHWEST.
pledged
employer the right to name the true ing pressure seemed to
EVENING AT LIBRARY. of Mora, San Miguel and Union conn-lies- ,
cial order for Tuesday at 10 a. m.
produce a betbosses in a small
reason for discharging any
longer will
employe, ter tone today in the stock market.
with county seat at Roy, met an room on a gang
A wrangle
a
over
ensued
motion
Interstate Commerce Commission Or- Will Be Under
dark night gather to fix up
and passed 21 to 0, after Pace had
Auspices of Church of unexpected Waterloo.
Reading rose over two points, wiih Len ticket that the people m ist swallow. of Catron to make the Public Land explained that the amendment
ders Railroads to Issue New
was satthe Holy Faith, Mrs. Coard
Casados
afBill
the special order for Tuesday
opposed the bill bitterlv He eulogized
high Valley and 1'nioii Pacific next iti
Tariffs.
to the author, Nichols.
Theodore
isfactory
Roosevelt
in Charge.
saying that Roy is the worst place who is sweeping from east to west, ternoon at 2 o'c'ock, in which CaSenate Bill No. 57, by Walton, nro- - favor, among the active railroad isimaginable at which to establish
(By Special Leased Wire to Wew Mexican)
tron, Gage and others pointed out the viding that
sues, while steel displayed
a from north to south, and
mor.)
The musical to De given under the
public utility corporations
county seat. It has no water within a
action, while may
Washington, D. C, June 4 Railthe
of the people. The only necessity of speedy
rule
Coppers reunder the general in- strength than recently.
incorporate
of
the
Church
fuispices
of
the
flected the improved
roads operating in the Southwest
Holy mile and a half in any direction. The class opposed to the measure are the Burg, Llewellyn and Rogers asked
tone of these
corporation laws, was passed 24 to 0.
were ordered by the interstate Faith at Library Hall tomorrow even- population is between 500 and 600. He
stocks abroad.
for more time to consider the bill
n'll
and
nuuse
political
ao.
mil
buccaneers,
pirates
Ol.
will
8
mayors
giving
ing
at
o'clock. The ad- declared the new
begin
commerce commission to establish
Bonds.
county plan a mere such as the people have driven out of n committee, n ras made the sie cf municipalities police judge powers
rates for the transportation of packing mission will be fifty cents and tickets real estate specular ion. Llewellvn Bernalillo
cial order by a vote of 22 to 17, for was tabled.
Bonds were steady, what little
county.
house products and fresh meats in can be bought either from Guild mem- - predicted that Roy would, like Alamo- Senate Bill No. ISO, for the marking movement there was in the afternoon
Lucero said that the bosses seem Tuesday afternoon at two o'clock
carload rates which shall not exceed tiers or at the door. After the music gordo, become a large and beautiful
was in the direction of
House Bill No. 2nS by M. K. Baca of boundaries
higher prices,
to
between counties,
think
tha
that
American
was Missouri Pacific
Spanish
refreshments will be served. The mu- city if Coronado
the following per hundred pounds:
Padilla appropriating $15,000 for passed 2" to 0.
is created.
county
rising two points.
jand
a
hundred
are
people
years behind the
From Oklahoma to Kansas City, 17c! sic is in charge of Mrs. Edwin F. Catron, C!ancy,
The
market closed steswlv Tho
v.
Mullens, Lucero, Tully civilization.
repair of the wagon bridge flt
He had seen the AusSenate Bill No. wl, to exemnt new
.
on packing house products and 26c on Coard and the program is as follows:
..m .u.
H,,iin..
Belen, recently damaged by Hoods pas railroad ,.,.
explained their vote. The bill was tralian ballot work in Colorado
uie iinai nour was
.
..
f
,
and
it
Soldiers Chorus from Faust
fresh meats.
.QotjMtB, suieiiers eic
sed 42 to 0.
tabled 21 to 16.
by some slight sagging of
will also work in New Mexico.
lor six years and during construction accompanied
"The
From Ft. Worth, Texas, to Kansas
Gounod
prices, hut substantial net gains were
House Bill No. 252, by Downs, to
S p. m.
House
to
The
a
took
recess
20
to
4.
first
bill
H
passed
introduced in this house was
Tvans,
inkle. Mabry the rule.
City, 21c on packing house products Piano Solo,
amend Section 3224, Compiled Laws
and McCoy voting no.
Senate, Monday Afternoon.
for the Australian ballot. Let us give
and 32
on fresh meats.
Mrs. Sargent.
1S97, was tabled. It relates to justices
to
in
Dem
the
Crampton
replying
the voters an opportunity to deposit
The commission declined to modify Vocal Solo, A Perfect Day
Senate Bill No. K.O and House Bill WOOL MARKET
ol the peace.
INTEREST
the ballot themselves
the mileage scale of rates it prescriband not be ocratic criticism of his primary elec No. 157 exemption acts, were tabled.
Carrie Jacobs Bond
CENTERS IN NEW CLIP.
Senate
Bill No. 144, by Holt, an act dragged to the polls by their arms or tion bill, said that it was the pried for the transportation of livestock
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill
Miss Abrahamson.
relating to towns and villages, amend- - coat tails. Let all voters and all can- - vilege of the gentlemen on his right
from various southwestern points to Chorus, Sextette from Lucia de Lam- J- 4- ,or ne location and construe-- (By Special Leased Wire to New
to talk; while 't was the duty of the
Mimn,
tlllll "it" 1. U'.ietAm, rA
packing houses.
mermoor
HI
III n,
T.... Hiotnn
Donizetti
l,tr,,,
iiroiciii
v
in
iuoo.. uiiuLwii,
all
t. - iki.i
majority to act. This act was drafted
It found:
Violin Solo
d
to
o
over
lie
neiiiimeci
domestie
Selected
w,,ntc
to cover conditions
in the entire
mjih IllclVllCailV gOIl
That rates on stock cattle should
uiuii
Miss Ashton.
i
primed.
is
l,
interest
fnerenuinir
state nd not merely in six counties.
not exceed 75 per cent of the rates on Trio, Bridal Chorus
The Senate concurred in the House ritory clip. Actual movement i
from the Rose
The act gives no advantage to any
beef cattle; that the rates on livestock
amendments
to Senate Bill No. Kw;.' ported as moderate a
Maiden, F. H. Cowen, Mrs. E. F.
-We
it
is a step in the ight direcparty,
into Oklahoma City and from that Coard, Miss
101 me mijuoication
a tendency to mark
ot the Texas-NeAbrahamson, Mrs. G. D.
up prices. A
tion and further steps can lie taken
point to Kansas City, should be higher
Boundary line, and in the jority of sales of new Montana have
Kirkpatrick.
later.
than the rate to Kansas City direct.
amendments of the House to Senate been at 19c but a few choice
Vocal Solo, (a) A Storm King.. .Boex
lots have
That the commission cannot compel
Barth: "Does the gentleman believe Bill No. 161, the half
million dollar brought 20c.
The fleece wools
in bosses?"
the roads to make the same rates from Vocal Solo, (b) The Bird and the
roads bond issue bill.
Rose
ciaim p,.it.es are unsatiBtactorv ,t
Boex
Texas points to Oklahoma City as they
Crampton: "Not in Democratic bosHouse Bill No. Lis, the House Full if reported that 24c is
Mr. Llewellyn C. Hal!.
liave in effect from Texas to Ft. Worth.
being paid far
ses."
Crews Act, was referred to the com- - good Michigan wool on the cars.
Lacome
That the rates on packing house Chorus Estudiantina
The bill passed 1f to S, Sulzer and
....nee o,. raiiroaus.
Killed washed Ohio Delaine brings
the Democrats voting no.
products on fresh meat from Kansas! Sopranos, Mrs. E. F. Coard, Mrs.
The Senate adjourned to 1l:::u a. in.i:iie
City and Wichita should not exceed Llewellyn Hall.
I
State Library.
uesday
Mrs. G. D. Kirkpatrick,
Altos,
a hundred pounds,
by more than 2
Senate Bi!l No.
a
,
creating
Committee Session.
the rates, from Oklahoma City to des- Miss Abrahamson
WHEN BUYING, BUY ONLY THE
State Library Board, being similar
Tenors, Mr. T. A Hayden, Mr. A S.
The judiciary committee of the Sentinations in Georgia, Alabama, and
BEST.
to the Chaves Library Bill in
the ate had a
tedious and long session last Costs no more but gives the best reFlorida, and other points in the south- Kirkpatrick.
Suthe
House,
State
constituting
Mr.
Bass,
eastern territory; that the railroads
Llewellyn C. Hal!.
evening at the Palace of the Governors
sults.
preme Court the library board, who when the
should establish a car service for the
Accompanist, Miss Hazel Sparks
H. L. Blomquist, Esdaile. Wis., says
requests of the Archaeologa
are
to
appoint
secretary ical Museum as well as of the Histor- his wife considers
distribution of packing house proFoley's Honey and
caused another discussion. Laughren ical
ducts and fresh meats in the southern
Eliminate the Defectives.
Society were gone into and dis Tar Compound the best cough cure on
moved
the
of
bill.
Barth
the
passage
cussed
at
San Francisco, Calif., J me 4. Dr.
territory, the rates for which should
great length. The commit- the market. "She has tried various
the
as tee members manifested much interest kinds but
bill
because,
opposed
not exceed 130 per cent of the carload David Starr Jordan, president of StanFoley's gives the best result
it
one
perclaimed,
perpetuated
and made many suggestions.
rates on packing house products and ford university speaking before the
of all.''
in
son
office.
He
also
op130 per cent of the carload rates on prison reform section
of the San
posed curtailing the power of the
fresh meats.
j Francisco Center here, declared
that
Governor. The old law has been on
the basis for the eradication of crime
the books for yeais but os soon as
The Punishment a great biograph and criminals lay in the diffusion of
a governor of another party gets in,
drama.' Ifs at the Elks.
a knowledge of eugenics, the science
bills are introduced to place the ap' being well born, and of euthenics,
pointing power in other hands.
the science of being well nurtured.
A CARD.
Crampton disclaimed any intention
"If we were able to grasp the knowlThis jf to certify that Foley's Honto curtail the powers of the Governor,
ey and Tar Compound does not con- edge that has been gained," he said,
the only purpose of the act is to place
tain any opiates, any habit forming "we could eMminate, through wise
in the hands of the Supreme Court
lrugs, or any ingredients that could charity, the delinquent, defective and
E RE a Shoe
their own workshop. "I have sat
possibly harm its users. On tne con- incapable of mankind, that have be- here for all of these eighty days
Store with
come
so through bad heredity.
trary, its great healing and soothing
I do
defenders
listening to
Muamies make it a real remedy for
believe there is any way by
a just right
of the Governor. I believe if a bill
coughs, colds and irritations of the which the state can take hold of this."
Shoe
for
defenwere
these
every foot
passed suppressing
.
throat, chest and luncs Tho r,.,i
in
ders, the Governor would sign the
the
From
is in a yellow package. Ask for Folfamily.
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
bi'l."
ey's Honey and Tar Compound and Mexican, the paper that boosts all of
housetheheadof
the
Itarth denounced the "gang", and
accept no substitute. For sale by all the time and works for the
hold down to the
upbuildsaid that he was duly elected repreR.
L.
druggists.
of
Father
Bond
Baca
Bill
Baca,
Speaker
Which
Million
Lifts
Dollar
ing of our new State.
sentative of the people and was simcreeping baby, we've
Debt From Santa Fe County Tax Payers.
He praised
ply trying to serve them.
Footwear for every
Governor McDonald and said that by
requirement.
117 of the didates be treated equally.
ing Section 16, Chapter
Let us the grace of God he would serve the
A. o Bn.rcKK
jNf) s M itchki.i. Laws of 1907, was tabled.
people for five years and would force
pass this bi'l .lnanimously."
LOS ANGELES
every member of the "gang" to come
Direct Preference Primary.
Montoya declared he lived in Colo- to time and
play decent politics.
House Bill No. 7(i, by M. C. de Baca, rado for many years and he said that
MEXICO HEADQUARTERS
Barth approached
Holt, said that
HIGH OR LOW CUT,
a complete direct preference primary the legislature should go slow in makRATES $1.00 and $1.50 per
this measure from the wrong anday.
act, based on the Wisconsin statute, ing so radical an innovation: that inBright or Dull Leaththe
The Supreme Court is
With Private Bath, $1.50 to $3.00 was amended and then passed.
stead of decreasing the bosses, this gle.
ers
and Tans, conlook
the
to
State
after
logical body
During the reading of the bill, Cat ballot would increase their number, law library.
servative
models or
ron raised the point of no quorum. it will take some years for all the peoThe bill passed 13 to 9.
new
the
or reto
understand
the
balhigh
ple
Australian
Speaker Baca counted twenty-ninSenate Bill No. 172, the revenue act
lot.
Colorado is more corrupt than
ceding toes.
present.
for the public schools was passed 21
New Mexico; more election frauds
A .shoe excellence
to 1.
Blanchard said the act should be en
are committed with the Australian
House Bill No. 2m, appropriating
titled "An act to disfranchise the
hard
to duplicate at
voters of New Mexico," that it Is un ballot in Colorado than are commit- 11400 for the improvement of the Rio
the
ted in New Mexico with the simple
price at other
Grande in Socorro county, was pasconstitutional, in direct violation of ba'lot that all voters
He
understand.
stores.
the United States constitution, that it
sed.
Barth asked
refers to the Australian or blanket ba1-l- felt sure that the representatives
this was not Inwould be censured when they return cluded in the why
Rio .Grande imand yet makes no provision for
UNTIL YOU HAVE SEEN
$3.00, $3.50,
general
home after passing such e law.
such a ballot: that it makes no proviprovement bill. Holt replied that the
Blanchard raised the
sion for the printing of ballots in
additional general bill did not exhaust the im$4.00, $4.50
that
bill
this
point
no
compells
and
is
for
every vo- provement fund and that the situation
Spanish
help
provided
AND $5.00
voters who cannot read
Enelish ter to vote the "straight" ticket. Cat- - at San Antonio, Socorro county, made
quickly; that it number the "thirty" ron in exPla'iing his vote said that he
'
legislative distircts from "1 to ioo"; be,ieves in a Primary law, but that
if should be adopted to the
that it would disenfranchise
country
fifty
per cent of the voters; that thirty for whch it Is intended,
per cent of the voters even in the
Clancy, Campbe'l, Cooney, Mullens
East are unable to mark correctly the and Toombs, explained their vote in
lllfill OR LOW CUT MOD!
favor of the measure which passed
Australian ballot.
ELS. The new Hand
32
t0
M. C. de Baca defended
the act,
Boots and
lne House adjourned to 10
saying It was a copy of the splendid
A substantial, easily digested
Wisconsin primary law and that the Tuesday.
Handsome Oxfords,
food like
House Monday Afternoon.
people of New Mexico, including the
Ties, Pumps, the
Spanish speaking part of them, are
afternoon
Yesterday
the
during
smart Colonials, Slipas Intelligent as the people of Wiscon- consideration of the Drainage Bill,
pers, etc., etc. Tans,
sin; that the only people disfranchised Catron offered an amendment as to
s
Grape-Nutwill be the bosses accustomed
to damages
for
and
private
Suedes, Velvets, Satpublic
packing conventions.
br'dges, but the amendment was deins and choice White
Rogers denounced the primary bill clared out of order.
in
Shoes
passed In the Senate and lauded the
The bill passed 35 to 5.
means much to the man who
30 H. P. 4 Cylinder, 5
House bill. He offered an amend
Canvas.
and
Senate Bill No. 05, by Hinkle, the is ambitious to "
Car,
$1,250
get ahead "
ment making the penalty for selling artesian well act, was amended
as re- THE BEST SHOES FOR THE MONEY.
on
Intoxicants
election
day much commended by the committee and by
GRAPE-NUT4
carries a ra5
1,500
an amendment of Rogers that only
tion of true nourishment for
$2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00 and $4.50
the weM owner or his tenant shall
48
and
which
6
4rain
body
5
paves
vote at artesian well elections. Gage
SPLENDID NATURE-SHAPSHOES FOR CHILDREN.
1,850
II interested and should know
the way to efficient work
moved to make the salary of the well
aoout the wonderful
ALL FULLY EQUIPPED.
while
I MARVEL
supervisor $1800,
Mullens
Whirling Spray
1 be new
moved to make It $1500, but Mullens
vaginal aynngo.
See
Bestmost convenient. It later
a Reason"
accepted Gage's amendment and
instantly.
H. F. AUTOMOBILE & GARAGE
Our
an
amendment
by Rogers cutting the
Ask your druggist for it,
CO., LAS VEGAS, N.M.
ir ne cannot supply
diem of the Artesian Well Direcper
Window
MARVEI., accept no
-STATE AGENTS.
but send stamp for Illustrated
mar tors from $5.00 to $3.u0 per day.
WANTED.
Post urn Cereal Company, Ltd.,
Display
book sealed. It elves full particu
Pr'ce
m
Rogers a!so offered an amendment
lars and directions ...valuable to ladles,
Battle
Mich.
New
Creek,
Tark
uiu bU.,44taatM itmt.
cutting the minimum tax on artesian
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS,
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXI CAN REVIEW.
Waxes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
Vice President and General Manager.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Secretary-Treasure-

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN; NEW MEXICO.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all njarkets,,for iU, customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are gi verr by ahy'
agency, public or prlrateit !'. Liberal advances made on con- -

r.

1

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six mcnths, by mail
.25
Daily, per weefc- toy 'carrier
week,, six
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
rer year
Weekly,
.
P"
Dally, per mgnth, by mail..
t
'y ear,by mail , . i . . . . ,7.00 , Weekly; per quarter....1,.;
pafl'per

$3.50
. 1.00
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TIME.
Can you imagine a more delightful
place to spend a vacation than the
nnrtnn mr.n tlln llliiin, Daftno?!
On...
"
T The writer has traveled from Atlantic t0 Pacific' from Eul0"e t0 Mexico,
and the most glorious vacation he!
nt ttds within a few miles of
Santa Fe in camp just above
nient Rock. What fools these mortals,
a
be tp rush
Santa Fe mortals,
.
.
, o.
d
m .
to spend vacations, when real rest, real
recreation, unattainable elsewhere, can
be found right in these hills at no
expense at all for carfare, hotel bills!
and conveyances.
r18PffH
Vacation time is auproaehinsr!again
A great many people will have a
eek
off ; a lesser number will enjoy al'two
weeks' outing. Still others will get
away from the city for a mont&joi'
;S
for the summer.
Perhaps there is room for a ijttle
lay sermon on the meaning of Vacation time. What is its end and aim?
How is it to be spent?
Obviously, the primary intention in
closing down the desk is to get into
an entirely different atmosphere; to
forget the grind; to give mind and
body a chance to relax.
f
It is clear, however, that
the world does not know how to get
real benefits from the days that are
spent away from the office. Vacation
time means for too many people a perjod of incessant movement, of over- s
indulgence in food and drink, of
orite dissipations.
From such a period, however, the
worker is certain to come back to
his task reluctantly and unfit. Which
proves that there is still much to
learn about the uses and possibilities
of vacations.
Perhaps the American people will
do better in this relationship after a
time. It is likely that the masses,
and not merely an occasional, individual, will presently see the advantage of genuine rest and quiet, when
the vacation time rolls around.
Too many people are so energetic- i ally
striving to get acquainted with
' the,r
wighbor., or with interesting

T

-

at;v"

n

;.,

.i

a

i..tii

After the people at a direct primary

'

.

j

j

j

'

one-hal-

fav-M-

the
pleasure and profit of
convention, an opportunity is given to all highest
which is getting acquainted with
make viae nominations after due d ,
thefeielm.
hour's
liberation, and every portion of the;(8 sometimes better tha a whole day
ue erou""' eve.u u:u,,s 11
spent ln watching the procession. An
ly settled, is given a square deal.
afternoon spent in viewing the sky
There is also another reform in the and the grass and the woods is worth
Crampton bill which is very desirable. iony amount of time spent in watch- It provides for conventions
to be ing the petty, shrewd activities of a
held on the same day; it prevents
rump and snap conventions from ionable resort.
There is room for envying thos
putting decoy tickets into the field.
The people having named the dele- - who, this summer, will decide to get
gates to the co inty convention will our of the social, vortexes and demand
abide by the verdict of these dele- of their bodies that they give a little
gates, or if not satisfied, will vote tune to reflection, and dreams, and
for the candidates regularly nomina- to still voices.
The completion of the Scenic Highted by the other, regular conventions,
but there will be no waiting until a way to the Pecos, right through the
the. Rockies, or Blood of
few days before election to spring new heart of
.... .
,.
u ,,laMS
6C- lms I,u,uu"
sets of candidates, no taking by sur- rl...!,.
of New Mexico the vacation camp in
of
voters.
prise
Even the Democrats opposing
the summer of Texas, Arizona and Okla-Lft- and would at all times of year
Crampton bill acknowledge that it is homa,
a step in the right direction, but. that attract hither the tourists and sports
men from the world over. There is no
the step is not long enough. If only
New proposition upon which immediate re
six counties in southeastern
turns are certain, so important too
Mexico were to be considered, perall of Xew Mexico, than the comple
instito
it
would
be
haps,
justifiable
tion of this road into America's fairtfie
tute the whole machinery of
est and most delightful summerland,
direct primary, but there are other r midst the murmuring
pines, the rushcounties,
fully as intelligent and ing trout streams, the snowcapped
in
but
tradiwhich
other
progressive,
vales
mountains, the
tions and practices have prevailed and majestic canons.
for many years and which prefer to
make innovations gradually.
The
It will be an obvious mistake at
Crampton bill if it becomes law, will this time to eliminate the state mount
work so well, that it will not be many ed police. Their usefulness can not
years before the direct primary will be denied and especially now, when
be provided for to the very limit of sheriffs go on a straight salary basis
the latter can
be expected to,
the idea.
..
nd Wriiv win
means
to
down
hunt
a
crim
cunning
The work done by the Xew Mexico
Bureau of Immigration
is of great inal who decamps beyond the bounda
value to the state. It is certain that ries of the county. The state mounted
it has directly added much more to police mean life and property insurthe taxable valuation of Xew Mexico ance, especially to isolated sections.
in
Along the border, on the plains,
than it has cost, and indirectly, the the
mountains, the sheriff's posses wiii
impetus it has given to immigration, often be
inadequate to meet demands
Other states,
is almost incalculable.
them and it will be a sorry day
upon
far more liberal with their immigra- indeed for New Mexico when
this usetion bureaus, would just as leave think ful
force, a force found as necessary
of cutting off appropriations for sal in Texas as in
Arizona, is abolished.
aries than to do without their immi
In this age of
gration agencies.
P!anks favoring Banking and moneskillful advertising, Xew Mexico canreform have been incorporated
tary
not hold her own as against surround- in the
of eleven states.
platforms
are
unless
states
its
ing
advantages
Southern Democrats have joined Norpresented to the world attractively thern Republicans in. the demand for
find convincingly by an agency trained
this vital reform.
Northern Demoin that kind of publicity.
crats and Southern Republicans look
at it from the same viewpoint. The
Almost ninety days of constant at- Democrats of Alabama, Virginia, Kentendance at the Capitol should have tucky and Texas have given approval
convinced every member nf the legis- to the same fundamental principles
lature, that an extension to the Capi- that met the favor of the Republicans
tol is a present necessity. The offi- of Xew York, Pennsylvania and Delces are crowded and officials are ham- aware. The Republicans oi Arkansas
pered in doing their work. The Baca and Tennessee Jcin the Democrats of
bill providing for a bond issue for a Delaware and New Hampshire in the
should pass. It demand for a scientific banking
Capitol extension
must be remembered that the state
has a land grant for Capitol purposes
I
It is time for Mayor Celsp Lopez to
and it alight as well be disposed of
end the proceeds be used for doing issue a safe and sane Fourth of July
this essential work.
,
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u IS up
&anta e t0 ,ake aa"
vantage of the lifting of this burden .
d t
t h
ata"d
counties mar
of it Hie pest two decades. There is

aV?Dro2

ow no eood reason whv it hmlM
ot
become the largest city in the South-- ,
west, why capital shouldn't locate here
industries and make improvements,
In years past, often at the last .no- ment, when it was thought capital
had .been jnteres,t,ed, the specter of
the railroad bond debt arose and
frightened away the investor.
Credit must be given the indefatigable work of Hon. Charles A. Spiess
and those associated
with
him; 45 to 0.
House Joint Memorial No. 10,
Mayor Arthur Seligman and others
who have quietly but earnestly workasking Congress to pass a gened to lift this debt from the taxpayers eral parcels post system, was passed
of Santa Fe. it must also be remem- 38 to 1, Hilton voting no.
House Bill No. 53, by Goodell, and
bered that it was the forbearance of
the bond holders, especially Bird S. Boulware, providing for the repayment
Coler, that made this happy solution of interest on railroad aid bonds, paid
possib'e. for had they crowded Santa by Grant and Luna counties, passed
Fe taxpayers, confiscation would have 43 to 1.
Senate Bill No. 92, by Burns, an act
resulted and Santa Fe would have
to prohibit the contracting of debts by
been blighted for many years.
It must be remembered, that this public offices, boards, bodies, agencies,
was passed 41 to 4.
bond bill brings relief to other counSenate Bill No. 15, by Pankey, the
ties. Next to Santa Fe, Grant county
stock brand hill, was passed 43 to 1.
Then counties
greatly benefited.
Senate Bill No. 153, by Holt, to regulike Bernalillo, San Miguel, Chaves,
late service in civil cases, was passed
with bonded indebtedness running in- 43 to 0. The measure
is one desired
to the hundreds of thousands of dolby the Mesilla Water Users' Assocja-tion- .
lars are practically relieved. The entire State will benefit by the land
House Joint Memorial No. 9, by
grant to pay the Santa Fe and Grant Speaker Baca,
asking Congress for
counties railroad bond debts for when
the return from the library of Congress
the land is finally disposed of, there of
the Archives of New Mexico, was
will be two to three times as much
passed.
as is needed to pay these debts and
These archives have been in Washthe handsome surplus will go into the ington for more than five
years and
general county school fund. Every are now claimed by the United States,
county, every precinct, every school a claim which New Mexico disputes.
district will therefore share in this'-phlegislatures of 1907 and 1909
great blessing that has come to Santa passed Similar memorials
The vote
Fe and Grant counties after many was 43 to 0.
years of patient waiting and patient
Three More Baca Measures.
work.
House Bill No. 269, by Speaker
Baca, an act according the right of
COOL SUMMERS.
the 17. S. government to conduct fish
Xo less an authority than the Jour hatcheries in New Mexico, was passed
nal of the American Medical Associa 41 W U,
summer
tion, asserts that excessive
House Bill Xo. 22S, by Speaker
heat is productive of much illness, and Baca, providing for the management
to invalids very often means serious and control of the Cebolleta de la Joya
Santa Fe just now has land grant,
consequences.
was
Socorro
county,
the hottest days of the year but the passed.
u
greatest maximum of temperature
House Bill Xo. 262, by Speaker Baca,
does not reach 90 degrees and even an act to require the board of trustees
not
that is
oppressive because of the of the town of Las Vegas, to invest
dryness and the breezes, while at the proceeds of the Ias Vegas land
night the temperature drops to 60, ev- grant in bonds bearing at least four
en 50 and 40, and sweet rest is possi- per cent Interest, was passed.
ble for every one. Says the Medical
e

i
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READ

of Time In These Days of
Hustle.

R.

J

,

OFFICERS.,
' '
J. B. READ.

President.

PALEN,

o

Cashier.
Assistant
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PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS VOIR

FULLY PROTECTED ?

- Then

Think About It!
THE

MOULTON-ESP-

SANTA FE, N. M.

GENERAL AGENTS.

THE PALACE

Writes Ads.

W

'

AND

ELS

Jean Richepln, a member of the
French Academy, one of the "forty
immortals," is still receiving congratulations on finding a new outlet for
Santa Fe, New MexicoTHow Under the Same Managemen
his versatile literary talents. He Is
romancer
and
Dlavwrieht
ooet.
a
a
a
but only of late has he turned writer The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
of advertisements on a large scale,
Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
en suit with private
It was Richepln who wrote the won-- 1
derful preliminary description o( AbRooms.
THOS. DORAN,
dul Hamid's JeweU before they were Large Sample
put up at auction here recently,
Richepln's word pictures, were so en
ticing that the promoters of the sale i

THE MONTEZUMA
bath.

j

Proprietor

Coronado Restaurant

printed it as a preface to their catalogue with the result that the sale
more than doubled expectations. The
sale netted more than a million dollars. Probably no other "ad" writer
ever wrote an "ad" for such a larg
sale.
;

A Warning.

Hot (c Cold Baths.

Furnished rooms in connection.
"

h

'

'
"That man has a screw loose."
t
"Well, do you thin you can mend;
!
matters by making him tight?"

Higher Boots.
boot
lor walking ar
higher this year than they ever were
before, and, they will probably be
known by their button length, as aa
the long, short and medium gloves.
These extra high shoes go more than
kalf way up to the knee.

j

Buttoned

222 San Francisco Street

::

::

,

G.

Electric Lights

LIPE

HERRERA,

FIDELITY and SURETY BONDS
SEPCIALTY MADE OF
GENERAL AGENTS
A

IND'Bl.AL.

AOGIBBNT'AND

HALL & HALL

21 Capitai:City:Bank

HEALTH INSURANCE.
SANTA FE, N. M.

Bldg.

i"

'
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have approved
filing systems, good

""yOU

u-

good paper
typewriter
andcarefnl sienograph'efs,
but many are unaware of
the need for good carbon
of the troubles
paper
poor copies may later
bring.
' J Be fortified against any
possible disadvantage oc- 'tmrrihg fromthe use of
wrong ...materjaj.,, .Take
advantage of the exampleSet by thousands of progressive business houses
and look into -

i

8

"

i

j

Jgf

j

-

n8'
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HI

CARBON
PAPER
'

Bt

--

and distinct The ink (black, blue,
MultiKopy is clean to: handle and
The following list name ihe varieties

'The copies made are clean,
purple, green and red) do not rub or blur.

Made in six varieties:
wonderfully long-liveand-give-s
manifolding power of each :

C

"'

i
RECUlAR FINISH
MuWKopy,lAWU20;MUum.8iEaiing.6

HARD FINISH
'

MultiKopy, U.Wt, 16; Median, 6; Billing, 4

Write for Free Sample Sheet

:

it for 100 letWs. Mention your name, firm'i name (or school) and
Healer's namu in writing 'for (ample.
'"
-- use

Star Brand Typewriter
"e" without

mmSiklISi

clogging the type so as to show on the paper.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., AGENTS
SANTA FE, NEW

tot

Prop

life, Accident, Health, Employers, Liability, Insurance

j

--1

rrp

Regular Meals 25 c

Short Orders run, Day .& Night.

nil

f

j

'

Act !

COMPANV

E

gastro-intestin-

im

;

Cashier.

rY McKANE,

L. A. HUGHES,

2

4

!

all orders of its patrons In the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

John Wanamaker tays: "Advertising doesn't jerk; It pulls.
- ..
It begins very
y at first,
It Inbut the pull Is steady.
creases day by day and year by
year, until It exerts an irresistible power."

An Immortal

ng

,

signmentHKyestockn

V'

One great reason for the tremendous modern vogue of advertising,
is the amount of time it saves tb
pubUo ln these dayg of nust,e
When a person starts out to find
a certain article without any previous
notion of where it can be bought to
best advantage, a wearisome round of
shipping usually becomes necessary.
With all the calls upon one's time,
people are little inclined to .start out
in this aimless way.
The merchant that gives the public
a good idea of his stock through the
newspaper catches a crowd of people
who dislike to waste their time on
indefinite shopping expeditions.
Furthermore, many people dislike
to go into a store and take the time
of clerks or the proprietor to look
over a stock unless they are fairly
sure of buying. If they can satisfy
themselves ln advance they can prop-abl- y
get what they want at a certain
place, they feel that by going there
they have saved their own time and
energy, and have escaped the em harassment of looking over a stock
'
without buying anything.

MARKET REPORT

"In Europe during the summer of
the excessive heat was observed1
hv- Tic PMpnrv- In ava halt nivinniinrad
Closing Quotations.
effect. Not only was there increase
Xew York, June 4. Call money s2
in sickness during the hot period( but
;
Prime paper 3
Silver 60-- ;
itB allhABnna mnv
,r0n ho. Il3; Mexican
dollars 48; Copper 16.50'
veloped
disturbances, cci 17.12
bead!
Tin 45.35a 46.25:
congestion of the liver or some skin
84; Sugar
affection of digestive origin. The fre- 4.1u4.25; Amalgamated
Atchison 1061-4- ;
Great Northern
quency of congestion of the liver 128;
North- 'New
wnnlH
genual no
plan in .nnnnpt tho tho.
ory of a deficient elimination of pois1091-2- ;
Union Pacions as an important cause of the mor- Southern Pacific
681-2- ;
1683-8- ;
Steel
Steel, pfd.
fic
due
to
the
heat."
bidity
If the world knew about the delight- 110
Lead and "pelter.
fully cool and salubrious summers of
St. Louis, Mo., June 4. Lead firm,
Santa Fe, it certainly would make a
B0path to this place above all others and 1l0 slH!,ler urm.
Grain and Provisions.
would make it the best known resort
Chicago, 111., June 4. Wheat, July
on the continent
'1101-25-8- ;
Corn,
September 106
73;
Oats,
September 72
If the Colonel-manaeer veallv July
September 42; Pork, July
means to control the temporary and July 50
18.621-2- ;
Ribs,
Lard, July 10.821-2- ;
'
" " 6 10.40.
i
C "sh0lld
eo the entire length and
Cotton.
propose the following set of officers:
Xew York, June 4. Cotton
spot,
For Temporary Chairman.
closed quiet, and five points higher.
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
Middling uplands 11.65; middling gulf,
For Permanent Chairman.
11.70. Xo sales.
T. ROOSEVELT, ESQ.
For Sergeant-at-ArmFOR JUSTICE OF THE PEACE.
COLONEL ROOSEVELT.
The New Mexican Printing
This organization ought to be pro
has on hand already bound, civil
ductive of harmony, and the "l's"
and criminal dockets, especially made
would have it.
up for the use of Justices of the
j Peace.
They have printed headlines
STATE COLLEGE Y. M. C. A.
In either Spanish or English on good
QUARTET AT ELKS.
well bound with leather back
The members of the Y. M. C. A. quar-- ' paper,
nA
,,.v
te of the New Mex co College of Agri-!Fu.
n 0Qt an(f a ,igt of the
,ndX
culture and Mechanic Arts gave a most
f the peace an
feeg f ft
hnnlh the e.n,frta!ment 'ast venin8 Constables printed in full on the
have the sup
P 8
? . .. 1
port of as large an audience as .their I
,
K. I1III1KH HI- - niHIU) III III I.1V11 HI1IT
performance merited. A multiplicity!
dockets
separate of 320
of attractions and the fact that Santa criminal
Fe has been favored by a number of pages each, or with both civil anu
like entertainments within ihe last criminal bound in one book, with 80
few weeks were given as causes for pages civil and 820 pages criminal,
civil or criminal $2.71- - each. Comthe small attendance.
S. I. Bousman and C. C. Briggs were bined civil and criminal $4.00. For
tenors of no mean ability and the $.50 additional these books will be
ma or prepaid express. Cash
voices of J. V. Knoor and Laurence sent
accompnay ordat State plainlv
Weddell, who sang bass, were pro- nounced first class. Solon Robinson, whether English or Spanish is want
- ;
the pianist, would have drawn favor- - j ed- able criticism from a more exacting
You will nnvcr as wrona In lettlna
andlencA than rnnlH hnvo hoan aath.
' ered in tie miiRlrinTi'a
knit Ltn rour iob nHnf lnr nome to the New
where musical ability is superabund- - Mexican
Company. Its
Bnt,
. cllities ar onequaJed
in the State.
1911

IS

6aves the Public an Immense Amount.'

raitted to the Steering Committee by
a vote of 31 to. 14.
Committee Reports.
Chairman Llewellyn ot the steering
committee reported favorably House
Bills 164, 272, 198; wiiu amendments,
House Joint Resolution No. 27; House
Bill No. 115 and House Bill No. 240,
and reported substitutes for House
Bills No. 139 and 19S.
Investigation Resolution.
House Joint Resolution No. 32,
for investigation
5,000
was introduced by ' the steering committee. Catron and Blanchard objected and pointed to the constitution
which prohibits the introduction of
bills carrying appropriations during
s
the last tea days of the session
by unanimous consent.
The bil.'
was referred to the steering committee.
County High School Bill.
On motion of Chaves, Senate Substitute for Senate Bill No. 29, providing
for county high schools in counties
having more than 5,00o population was
taken up.
The bill passed without discussion,

--

j

U-

.

(Continued

v

- VACATION

j

HOUSE PASSES SALARY BILL.

:
BURDEN LIFTED.
The taxpayers of Santa Fe cointy
surely should feel gratitude towards
those whose efforts have lifted 'the
incubus that has held down the coun-tand the city for many years. No
matter what opinions may be exas to Speaker
otherwise
pressed
Baca's attitude on legislative matters,
all will readily admit that he has
worked with a singleness of devotion
for his immediate constituents, the
people of Santa Fe, and the passage
of his bond bill may well be con- sidered the culmination of his legis- -

A

The new Mexican is the oldest, nw spacer ,ia.. i!ewMxico. Jjt.s sent to
every postofflce in the State,' arid has' a largV'and' growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest

.

VALLEY RANCH, N. Jtt.

. 2.00

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

THE PRIMARY BILL.
The Crampton Bill passed by the
Senate yesterday, substitutes a direct
.
..
!
i, pnraary convenuon
m
pnnmry tor me
the selection of the delegates to the
first of the series of conventions that
culminate in the National conven- tions every four years.
It begins
the foundation and gives every voter
an opportunity to express directly his
choice for the delegates to the county
conventions in which originate all the
other conventions, district, state and
national.
Heretofore, the complaint has been
made, that often primary conventions
were not dominated. by , the,, majority,
that ruffianism and sharp ' practices
that
prevailed to such an extent
many decent voters no longer cared
to go to primary conventions, that
such primary conventions were packed, and that instead of taking a ballot one side merely ranged itself
against one'wall and the other side
against another wall and the chairman counted noses and announced the
result to suit himself. All this is done
away with by the Crampton bill and
the primary will be conducted in as
orderly a manner as any election, under the supervision of the proper election officers.
The objection has been raised that
the bill does not go for enough; that
it should have provided a direct prim-- ;
dele
ary not only for convention
gates b'lt for every officer up to the
The New Mexican bePresident.
lieves that the day is not far distant when this will be done, but for
the present, a step at the time, is
wisest. There are counties in New
Mexico where a wide-opedirect
primary would result at first in Cue
members of one family all living in
one section, being nominated for
every office from sheriff down to county surveyor. The deliberativeness of
nominating conventions, the equitable
distribution of delegates from every
portion of the county, are advantages

NATIONAL BANK

FIRST

MEftiO.J

'"."'

J

f4
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Stmny Side

the California Limited. Yesterday Mr. Ward, while in Mora, received word that his jiresenre was desired in Santa Fe. He started home in
an automobile and got lost in the
iliiik after nightfall.
The trip from
iora consumed seven hours. Las
Ojnic.
Mrs. J. B. Hayvnrd will 'cave the
city tonight and will visit friends and
relatives in Ohio.
Mrs. Rafael Garcia went to Santa
Fe yesterday, where she will spend
the week with her husband, a
.stale, legislature, from
Bernalillo county. Alljuiuertiie Jouron

TRUST CO.

&

PERSONAL MENTION

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Does a General Banking

ARIZONA.
Hail the new State.

Star

Business

Ve-Hi-

Forty-eight- !

be her fate,

Bright

Now and forever.

On every crag
Unfurl the flag.
In shame to drag
Never, oh, never.

Your Patronage Solicited

.iri-

B. lAUGHLIN,

Blow, bugles, blow,

J

President,. , H. f STEPHENS, Cashier,
GRIFFINAst. Cashier,

Jet the

W. E.

v
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tablished

1856.
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.

Incorporated
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Oh, she is

fair:
Health in the air,
Gold everywhere
tiolden her glory.
See where she gleams!
Liberty's Dreams
Weaving their beams,
Telling her story!

i ft

STRAW HATS
THE NOBBY ROUGH BRAID, WIDE BRIM

$

AND STRICTLY NEW SHAPES.

C. (J.

mi

nrirr

IE3

that the Illinois

Blamlen.

Cts.

'

We can please

in price, from 50 cts up.

SOFT SHIRTS

1

Ml

V.

i

center

Glorieta Battle
Field. About
acres under
cultivation.
orcnard
best varieties.
Growing timber
property.
Stable,
Chickens. Must
Cattle
at once:
price to cash purchaser.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
' -

Phone, Red 189.

'

,

119 San Francisco St.

awswsssMswswa

r

Day or Night Phone,
Next Door, to Postoff ice,

the balance

of

JO Red.

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

and a guarantee goes with every Garment.

125 Palace Ave.

mi iiirnw ninniii

S.

Quick Returns!

'"

GRIFFITH'S
Low& High Top Shoes
;:

You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call and
.

Inspect Them.

204 W. Palace Ave

HACK SERVICE.
Buggies and Saddle Horses.

Wx

JHEODORE

CORRICK,

Is There Another in the City Like It

SELIGIN

ADOLF

WE HAVE THE GOODS

?

DRY

GOODS

A

?
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The New Golden Oak
FURNITURE
ABSOLUTELY THE LATEST AND IT IS

BEAUTY.

A

Window Curtains, Screens and Portieres.

I

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE

R

FIRE

legis-'atur-

n

umiunmu

8

CO.

Where Prices are
Safe Quality.

CO.

FIRE

INSURANCE

INSURANCE
" Insuring Today Avoids

gretting

To-morro-

Re-

w."

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

LIABILITY

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

Narcissus, Daffodils m Tulips
Many Fine Varieties

DI

ANTS

50c and 75c per doz.

Pansy Shasta Daisy, Hollyhocks,
and other hardy perennials.

Chrysan-themum-

JAMES

s,

C. McCONVERY,
::::

Phone. Black 204.

Palace Avenue.

415

Percolators,
Chafing Dishes,
Tea Kettles.
Steak Planks,
Round and Oval Trays,
The Finest Line in Santa Fe.
Reliable Jeweler

H . C. YONTZ,

San Francisco

Street

o
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Just Received, a New Line of

:::

That GOWN in the Window

w

1

Boss Patent Flour

CUSTOM MADE SHOES

b JIACK LINE

Did You See

Com-per'-

e

Lock-woo-

x IUKKIU

Made

x

NEW MEXICO.

For Hire at Popular Prices

Dresses, Skirts
and Waists

FOR SUMMER WEAR. ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST LINE
IN THE CITY AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

x

x

S

Special
Sale on
Ready

e

Dispensing Optician.

FIRST-GLAS-

JULIUS H. GERDES

only candidate who could muster a
majority.
Senator Heyhurn suggested that an
accused member could only be tried
by the Senate concurrently elette l
with him.
"If the next class of Senators coining can raise the question it may ho
raised repeatedly," he said.
Senat-a Continuing Body.
Mr. Kern responded that the Senate
like a court, was a continuing
body.
"If every Senator should die, the Senate still would be in existence," he
said.
Senator Kern contended that
new evidence had multiplied to show!
the activity of "the malefactors in
the case," which he said, connected
Lorimer with the improper methods
employed in his election.
He cited alleged relations between
Mr. Lorimer and Lee O'Neill Browne,
who, he said, had been the accredited
agent of Lorimer. Four men, he said,
had confessed to taking bribes. Mr.
Kern will continue his spseeh tomorrow.

MISS A. MUGLER,

TAUPERT,

B.TONNIES,

We Carry the BEST assortment of Clothing and
Furnishing in the City and make a Speciality on
MADE TO ORDER SKIRTS and SUITS,

this month

TWO WEEKS

I

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

Accurate Work

MILLINERY

NEXT

IWIiyrWalt?

E. LAS VEGAS,

SPECIAL ATTENTION

-

FOR THE

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
66-6-

Question of Validity.

Whi'e the whole queslion of the validity of the election is the principal
consideration before (he senate, a feature which promises to precipitate
the first test of strength, is the contention that Lorimer's case, in legal
parliance, is "res judicata" or has been

IN-

once decided by the Senate and canGOMPERS SENT BRIBE MONEY.
not he
Was Acquitted in 1911.
(Continued from Page one)
A majority of the committee wnlct
made the second investigation holds rated in the cas'e.
Harriman, Harrow
that Lorimer cannot be tried again fold the witness, could account for his
on
01
practically the same charges
visit to the safe deposit vault" the
which the senate by a vote of forty-si- morning he secured the $1,000 by the
to forty acqtitted him March 1, fact that he took out $500 to pay a
1911. The minority hoids this reas- mortgage, said Franklin.
s
The conversation in which
oning floes not apply to Senator Loriname was mentioned was incimer's case.
Sensational Case.
dental to a newspaper account purportIn the two years that Senator Lor- ing to show that the $1,000 used in the
imer's case has been under fire, it Lockwood case had been marked
has furnished probably more sensa- money.
tions than any other case of its kind. Declared Money Could Not Be Traced.
"1 asked Mr. Barrow," said FrankMr. Lorimer, was elected by the Illinois legislature on May 27, 190!), after lin, "if he had seen in the papers thai
a prolonged deadlock, in which the the district attorney had traced the
names of more than one hundred can- money from the safe deposit vault into the hands of Air. Harrow, and from
didates, Democrats and Republicans,
into my hands; also that it was
had been presented
unsuccessfully. there
marked money.
asked Mr. Darrow
a
notIt
until
was
nearly
However,
if there was any way for the money to
year later that the validity of his be traced. He
said that the money
election was challenged when the now was
sent direct to him by Samuel Com.
famous "confession" of Charles A.
pers."
White, a member of the Illinois
Darrow Interested in Prison Cells.
was published, charging that
Franklin also testified to another
he had received $1,000 from
conversation with the defendant in
O'Neill Browne, Democratic leader of the course of which he said Darrow
the Illinois House of Representatives, had asked him for a
description of the
in return for his votejor Senator Lor- cells and accommodations at the San
imer, and also $900 as a general cor- Quentin and Folsom prisons.
,:
"I told him the best I could," conruption fund.
White's Confession Stood.
tinued the witness. "I was thinking
Then in rapid succession followed a seriously about that myself."
series of sensational "confessions" by
Unqualified Denial By Gompers.
other members of the legis'flture.
Washington, D. C, June 4. Samuel
laThese confessions, however, were
Gompers, president of the American
ter modified or repudiated, with the Federation of Labor, today said of
exception of White's. The other men Detective Franklin's testimony in the
claimed they had received the money Darrow trial at Los Angeles: "That is
out of a general fund and not in re- an absolute falsehood made of whole
turn for their Lorimer votes, and in cloth. I do not know Franklin, and I
some cases charged intimidation by have never had any dealings with
Cook county authorities to wring the him. I did not send money to him or
t anybody. 1 did not handle any monconfessions from them.
I
ey. There is nothing to this and it is
Was
Acquitted.
NI-K- V
IUI I I
KUKUIIINS Lee Briber
was absurd on the face of it. I have docu
O'Neill Browne, who
his!
proof which disproves
charged with distributing "Lorimer mentaryI did
not care to give the cor-- J
story.
and
a
was
jury
acquitted by
money"
out at this time.''
were
qucshed. rcspondence
other indictments
Franklin Had to Answer.
Charges of jury bribing in the Browne
Questioned as to conversation folcase were unsustained in court.
lowing his arrest with Attorney
Lorimer Condemned by Legislature.
Davis, Franklin claimed the
A committee of the United States
of declining to answer on the
privilege
Senate reported that the charges of ground that Davis was his attorney.
corruption were not proved and held He declared that he did not intend to
Senator Lorimer's title to his seat draw Davis into the case. Chief Coun
thereafter, the sel Rogers for the defense claimed
valid. Immediately
Southeast of Plaza.
Illinois senate appointed a committee that Franklin waived all privileges
own to investigate, and when he took the stand for the proseof
its
this committee reported that Lor- cution. Judge Hutton ruled
that
imer would not have been elected Franklin was not privileged to withKAUNE
H.
without bribery and corruption, and hold any conversations with his attor
the Illinois senate by a vote of thirty-nin- neys. Franklin then .told of conversa
Lowes t
tions with Davis concerning the hitto ten endorsed that view.
Vindicated Lorimer.
ter's efforts to procure his release up
Senate
for
In the meantime, after a series of on payment, of a fine.
Said Lockwood Solicited Bribe.
notable debates in the United States
"Did you ever tell Mr. Davis that
Mr. Lorimer. was vindicated
senate,
USE
to forty, with five sen- Mr. Tjockwood had solicited a bribe
there forty-siators not voting. The quota of sena of you and that you wanted to catch
with one vacancy him?" asked Rogers.
tors was ninety-tw"Yes, I think it was in the office of
in Colorado.
Mr. Gage," was the reply. "I told Mr.
AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES
Looks Bad for Senator.
Lockwood came to my ofARE OVER.
Since then, by the admission of New Davis that
.
a bribe."
and
solicited
fice
inMexico and Arizona, the quota has
Denied Newspaper Story.
Flour quality varies ac- -i
but the Colocreased to ninety-six- ,
Franklin said he had made this
rado vacancy still exists and there are statement to Davis after the latter had
cording to wheat quality.
case
on
the
vote
men to
ninety-fivPoor wheat mean.6 poor
for his plea of guilty. Rogwho arranged
this time. But of the forty-siflour, poor flour means
ers drew from the witness the stateeleven
Mr.
to
Lorimer,
retain
voted
The
poor bread.
ment that Davis had told him to sav
gluten
are not now in the senate, and four that the money used in bribing
in hard wheat is the eleof the five who refrained from voting
had been sent to him from Chiment that makes the
are also no longer members.
cago. Franklin denied that he had
bread raise. Hard wheat
Power With New Members.
ever told a group of newspaper men
is rich in gluten that's
The
ranks of the forty who voted at his preliminary examination
that
The
hard.
more
why it's
against Lorimer have been depleted Darrow had nothing to do with the algluten the wheat con- -'
He also denied
by only five and these places have leged jury bribery.
tains the less flour you
statements to
been taken by men who seem to have making substantial
have to use that's why
indicated that they will follow the newspaper men avowing Darrow's inthe use of BOSS PATENT
nocence. Numbers of such statement?
views of their predecessors.
'.' FLOUR means real econ- -'
were read by Rogers and each denied
Curtis Changed Opinion.
omy, better results and
Senator Curtis of Kansas, who vot- by Franklin.
better treatment of your
ed for Mr. Lorimer, before, is said to
Nothing Tike navtno vour office up
be ready to vote against hint this
digestive organs. :: ::
by to date. The Glooe Wernicke Filing
time but this is counterbalanced
Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry, Senator Jones of Washington, who and Sectional Unit hook cases, not
voted against Mr. Lorimer but will only improve tho looks f your offl
This align-me- but will pay for themselves in thf
vote for him this time.
Oranges,
seems to throw the balance of time they sve you. Wh" not be up
Compower mainly with the new senators. to date? New Mexican Printing
pany.
"Put Lorimer Over."
The second investigation brought
DAILY
FRESH . VEGETABLES
It will not pay you to waste your
out the charge that Edward Hines, the
millionaire lumber man had raised a time writing out your legal forms
fund of $100,000 to "put Lorimer over" when you can get them already printed t the New Mexican Printing
but the majority of the Investigating
KAUNE
H.
GO. committee exonerated Hines as well Company.
as Lorimer. The senator's election,
All legal blanks are prepared acthe majority report holds, was due en- cording to th Statutes of New Mextirely to political conditions In
ico, new State form, for sale by the
nois, which 'made Mr. Lorimer the New Mexican Printing Company.

hhillihlii

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

election
as brought about by corruption, are
are ready to join in the fight against
the majority exonerating Mr.

Great Bargains

Jacobs, Prop

city-las-

Glorieta Battle Field
FOR SALE

senator's

Lori-lne-

.......

eights

'

(Continued from page one.)

LVForest Lord went to Taos yesterday.
Mounted Policeman James W. Beall
ft
The
a New
1m
m.
(1
i rm
iii ui mi m.
is in from Deniing.
Fashionable
Assortment,
Mayor W. M. Atkinson of Roswell
is a Capital visitor.
All Colors, 50
Judge Edward A. Mann is in the
Capital from Albuquerque.
Rey J. H. Girma of Lincoln, Lincoln
Summer
of PorosrKnit & B. V.D. Underwear
county, is in Santa Fe, attending a
conference of the diocese.
J. L. McDonnell, a stockman of Las
SEPARATE GARMENTS OR UNION SUITS.
Vegas, arrived in the city last evening
and is stopping at the Palace.
you
Mrs. C. M. Barnes, who lives on a
ranch near Pojoaque, is a visitor in
the city and a guest at the Montezuma.
A DANDY LINE OF THE
ARROW1
mera wholesale
J.
CELEBRATED
chant of Artesia, arrived in Santa Fe
last evening and is at the Montezuma.
with the Soft and Comfortable Collars to Match. Just the
Eugenio Romero, treasurer of San
,
Miguel county, arrived in the city last
thing for the warm weather.
evening and is registered at the Palace.
Judge H. U Waldo, solicitor for the
t
Santa Fe railroad, arrived in the
evening from Las Vegas and is at
the Palace.
M. L. Stern, the merchant of Albu:
:
P. O. Box, 219.
querque and member of the constituPhone 36.
g tional convention, is a visitor in Santa
Fe and a guest at the Palace.
M. F. Angell, a member of the faculty of the University of New Mexico ai
Albucflierque, arrived in the city last
evening and is stopping at the Montezuma. '
S. F. Woolard, author of "All's That
Lovely," "Beauties of Friendship," etc.,
arrived in the city from his home in
Wichita last evening and is a guest at
60 ACRE PATENTED RANCH
the Palace.
of Old
Two motor car parties from Las Vegas spent Sunday at the Valley Ranch.
30
In the party were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
of
Young
Ilfeld, the Misses Coors, Hill and
Messrs. Springer, Lorenzen, Hoch and
on
House,
Rogers.
be sold
Houses,
H. P. Barshar, former internal revenue collector, will leave the city the
Low
latter part of the week for Kansas
City. From there he will go to his
home in Ohio after which he wi!l visit various eastern points.
G.
W.
n District Attorney Charles
Fe
Santa
for
Ward
this
left
morning
SURETY
INSURANCE,
BONDS, REAL ESTATE.

Miriurir
VllLnLl

"

LORIMER WILL GIVE BATTLE.

Get You a Straw Hat and be Comfortable !

rn
OlLiY

';'

Miss Margaiita C. de Baca, daughter of Lieutenant Governor' E. C. de
Baca, is in the city from l,as Vegas,
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. C. de Baca and her aunts, Mrs.
La Driere
and Mrs. Baker. The
young lady will remain in the city for
some time. Albuquerque Journal.

Where there's a foe,
Freedom to sunder,
Young Forty-eighHonor's swordmale,
Laughing at fate,
Hurls all her thunder.
t,

I

GW

No. 434 San Francisco Street.
Phone, 209-W- .

Daiy

UNITED STATES BANK

PAGE FIVE

Prop'r

it

.

"Grapes

.Grape Fruit, Apples.

S.

r!Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

d

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

eai

WHOLESALE

Wood

AND RETAIL
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD .
CERILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
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NEW MEXICAN FBINTING
Local Agents for

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.

V

CO.
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or

many Book Units as
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desk and bcokcase ever

d.

made

Roomy convenient, ittrac- its advantages sod possi- bilities C; 11, write Of phone
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the means by which your greatness is

measured.
If tomorrow's seed field is made
ready today, we have much to do in
the next 24 days, and WILL DO IT
N
not WISH it done, for you know to
Impoverished nerves destroy many
people before their time. Oiten bewish is to will with the backbone left
fore p sufferer realizes what the
out.
trouble is, he is on the verge of a
The poet has said that we ask no Freed From
It Institute Promises to Be Fully
complete nervous breakdown.
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO- Shooting Pains,
tenderness for our faults, "The chasis of the utmost importance to keep
rod
must
Last
cleanse
as
them
but
Successful
as
nervous
Dizziness,
Weakness,
Spinal
tening
all,
your
system in good con
for our blunders
oh, in shame before
Jition, as the nerves are the source
Ked Down)
In Jffnct Anrll Ssth. 1912.
E.
(Read Up)
Pinkham's
Year
by Lydia
of all bodily power.
Mrs. Anna
the eyes of heaven we fall.'' Let us
1
(
(3) tO Mile
STATIONS
(2) 12 (3) 20
(I) 2
Kounz, 211 Mechanic St., Pueblo,
seek to eliminate the blunders and
Vegetable Compound.
Colo., says:
p nt
a m
a in
Correct the faults.
pm
50
0
Lv.. Dea Moines. N. M...Ar
BY
V.
ADDRESS
900
"For many years I suffered from
J.
9 40
4
Superintendent Conway says in his Ottumwa, Iowa. "For years I was
Kmnaliio. ...
8 so
10 05
nervous prostration; I was unable
11
8 so
liedmau
Booklet Greeting, "Don't "be a has almost
10 20
16
a constant sufferer from female
On pu til
g 15
to do any house work and doctors
10
been." Horaceman said a long time
5
20
8 05
Vigil
failed to help me.
Remedies I Conductor Brumbach Also Made
trouble in all its
10 60
26
7
45
Thompson
ago, "Be ashamed to die until you
11 00
tried from druggists did not do
28
dreadful
Meloche
7 35
forms;
11 10
have achieved some victory for man31
Pleasant Remarks at Openme a particle of good. A neighbor
"". 7 25
UunnliiKbam
shooting pains all
II 36
42
Houso
Ullfton
6 SO
You
kind."
I
and
Mexshall
told
husband
New
about
say,
my
13 OS
over my body, sick
ft :vi
49
Ar
Itaton, N. M,
ing Session.
Ly
ico, the grandest state in the Union,
I Hi
Dr. Miles' Nervine
0 45
Ar
,.v .. Itatou, N. M
headache, spinal
I 38
will honor the man or the woman
9 24
"'Hon House
weakness, dizziness,
a
and
he
"748"
After
the
bottle.
School
John
procured
County
48
s Oi
Superintendent
WHO CAN and we are applicants for
Sfio&.on
8 OS
depression, and
first few doses I showed a marked
65
Koeblttr Junollou .......
8 50
V. Conway spoke as follows at the enrollment.
U 35
8
Colfax
8 20
everything that was
and
two
alter
improvement
taking
3 U3
76
OerrosoBO
8 02 ....
opening of the county teachers' instihorrid. I tried many
I was entirely cured. 1 have
bottles
3 20
Ar
7 45
Lv
Cimarron
doctors in different
been perfectly well for years and tute yesterday:
i3 so
5 00
Lv
Ar
Olmarron
am
18
8
Nash
4 52
cannot praise Dr. Miles' Nervine
B'ellow Teaohers, friends, Ladies and
parts of the United
3 48
88
I 42
Harlan
too highly."
4 Oj
States, but Lydia E.
Gentlemen:
94
4 25
Ar
IJts Park, N. M...Lv
If you are troubled with loss of
Pinkham's Vegeta
bid you a glad welcome to our
We
Palace.
pm
ble Compound has done more for me than
appetite, poor digestion, weakness,
E. L. Blumenthal, New York City.
inability to sleep; if you are in a institute this year, and assure you
all the doctors. I feel it my duty to tell
Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. V. Ry. train North.
D.
F.
to
Woodford
our
will
be
and
Mrs.
Woodford
it
and
aim
purpose
general run down condition and
i; Stage
you these facts. My heart is full of
for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
most
unable to bear your part of the
make your time spent here a
Albuquerque.
gratitude to Lydia E. Pinkham's VegeStage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9 a. m.,' daily daily grind of life, you need some- - profitable one. This is the first instiJames W. Wilson, Roswell.
table Compound for my health." Mrs.
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one wav, $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of bag- thing to strengthen your nerves.
Charles Pe;erson, Oklahoma Cky.
new State governtute
under
the
Harriet E. Wampler, 524 S. Ransom
You mav not realize what is the mat- gage carried free.
Las
one
most
of
Eugenio Romero,
the
Veg;i3.
important
Street, Ottumwa, Iowa.
ter with you, but that is no reason ment, and
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.;
Roman De La O, Las Cruces.
ever held in Santa Fe county.
why you should delay treatment.
Consider Well This Advice.
from the souih at 4:38 a. m.
H. J. Evans, City.
The purpose of the institute is to
No woman suffering from any form
Dr. Miles' Nervine
(1) Daily.
Cruces
Las
Lucero,
Felipe
of female troubles should lose hope unF. M. WILLIAMS,
prepare teachers for a more thorough
(2) Daily except Sundays.
has proven its value in nervous disA. F. Barncastle, Las Cruces.
til she has given Lydia E. Pinkham's
General Passenger Agent. orders lor tiiirty years, and merits and systematic work. It is recogniz(3) Euesdays, Thursday and Saturdays.
William Palmer, Jr., Las Cruces.
Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
a trial, no matter how many other ed by educators everywhere as o:ie
S. F. Wollard, Wichita.
This famous remedy, the medicinal inof the most important factors in our
remedies have failed to help you.
M. L. Stern, Albuquerque.
Sold by all druggists. If first bottle
educational
system. To do good
gredients of which are derived from
fails to benefit your money Is returned.
J.
L.
Las
McDonnell,
Vegas
native roots and herbs, has for nearly
teaching it requires a certain amount
MILES MEDICAL CO., Elkhart, Ind.
G. D. Seatson, Kansas City, Mo.
o? training, and when one cannot get
forty years proved to be a most valuaC. G. Todd, New York City.
ble tonic and invigorator of the fethis in the Normal schools of the
H. L. Waldo, Las Vegas
male organism.
Women everywhere
State it may be made up, to a certain
to the wonderful
Charles Patek, Pojoaque
bear
willing
testimony
instithe
county
extent, by attending
MAY WAS SLIGHTLY
E.
of
virtue
Pinkham's
G.
E.
St.
Louis.
Lydia
VegetaFischer,
COOLER THAN USUAL. tute. It is intended, primarily, for
ble Compound.
A. H. Fredericksen, Denver.
teachers, or those preparing to beIf yon want special advice write to
A, H. Nye, Denver.
a
Twenty-ThreDays Had More Than come teachers, but it, is, however,
Lydia E. Pinkhaiu Medicine Co. (confMontezuma.
school
golden opportunity for High
90 Per Cent of Sunshine and
idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
William Atkinson, Roswell.
be opened, read and answered by a
pupils to take a thorough review of
Only Two Were Cloudy.
C. M. Barnes, Pojoaque.
Mrs.
woman and held in strict confidence.
The month of May was slightly all the common branches. Every proJ. B. Atkinson, Artesia.
cooler than usual. The mean temper-- ' gressive teacher realizes the importT K. Marshall, Tucson
of
work
of
the
ance
and
slow. Initial sales varied
advantages
ature was 55.4 degrees or 1.3 below
Edward Lohman, Colorado Springs. cidedly
needis
from last night's level to 10c below,
and
the
it
institute
therefore,
the normal. During the first half of
W. J. Stehle, Albuquerque.
with September delivery 10.75 to
the month the daily mean tempera-- ! less to repeat them at this time.
C. A. Siringo, City.
for pork; 11.71-to 11.10 for
We are, in a measure, proud of the
tures were below the normal, and the
C. Chavez, Albuquerque.
to 16.60 for ribs.
lard, 10.57
coldest day was the 14th, with a mean schools of our goodly county. In
B Chavez, Albuquerque.
of 38 degrees or eighteen below the many ways our progress has been
J. H. Huntson, Tucson.
ASKS RECEIVER FOR DENVER,
been most satisfactory but there are still
average, the highest having
Joseph Newland, Tucson.
beLARAMIE AND NORTHWESTERN
to
some
be
forty-fou- r
accomplished
and the lowest
things
degrees
M. A. Berry, Greenville, Tenn.
IN
thirty-twdegrees. For the last half fore we can be considered up to the
J. H. Dunn, Taos.
i By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican!
We feel that the teachers
of the month he daily mean temper- standard.
Mrs. Sandoval, Taos.
Denver, Colo., June 4 F. A. Bridge,
backward
to
do
intend
take
any
not
atures were above the normal from
C. A. Bailrich, Pueblo.
second vice president of the Denver,
one to seven degrees. The precipita- steps in the progress they have made
T. M. Hart, Los Angeles.
I.aramie end Northwestern railroad,
tion was 0.99 of an inch and slightly in the past and will embrace the opII. Saxton, Denver.
one of its stockholders and a holder
to
institute
in
afforded
this
below the average.
the
all
portunity
Nearly
F. H. Hoover, Cincinnati.
of $1,207,496.27 of its bonds, made apA. O. Willse, Albuquerque.
precipitation fell during the week fit themselves better for the work of
teachplication to the district court today
from the 8th to 14th, and 0.78 of an the coming year. The work of
M. F. Angell, Albuquerque.
for a receiver for the company.
In
inch of mixed rain and snow fell on ing is progressive in its character
E.
J.
McKee, El Paso.
his complaint, Bridge names W. W.
the 13th and 14th. On the early and those who neglect to keep up
Lydia Richards. Clanon, Iowa.
huntGarwood, and W. E. Green, officers
morning of the 14th wet moist snow with the procession will find the
Coronado.
and directors. Bridge claims the com
fell to the depth of 1.8 inches but it ing of places for work more and more
Alfred Gonzales, Lincoln.
pany is being
melted within an hour or so after it difficult from year to year. The maS. Olson, Alta.
fell. The greatest precipitation for jority of school boards are asking for
E. C. Chase, Albuquerque.
on
D. & R. Q.
LONDON EMPLOYERS
24 hours was 0.49 of an inch on the those teachers who attend the instiJose Ortiz y Pino, Galisteo.
REFUSED UNION DEMAND.
tute and other teachers' meetings
D.
13th.
T. F. & P. A.,
Fe.
F. J. Hall, Espanola.
for
their
look
for
teachers
when
they
M. C. de Baca, Las Vegas.
The latter half of the month wa3
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
and the schools. Do your duty and success
Lorenzo Garcia, Las Vegas.
clear, bright and sunshiny,
London, June 4. The employers at
percentage for the month was eighty- - will crown your efforts. Ever keep
a meeting this afternoon refused a defive or nine per cent above the nor-- I in mind that there is no "middle of
Mrs. M. A. McLaughlin, 512 Jay St., mand of the strike leaders that all
mal. There were seven days with the road' in school work. You are LaCross, Wis., writes that she suffered the
transport strikers be
100 per cent, 16 days with 90 per cent progressive or you are retrogressive. all kinds of pains in her back and and that a
joint board representing
or more, and none without sunshine, You are continually growing or decay- hips on account of kidney trouble and both
parties be created. They declarwas
the ing.
and the day with the least
rheumatism. "I got some of Foley ed that no suggestion for a settlement
t
An able corps of instructors have Kidney Pills and after taking them would be accepted until the men reper
tenth, when it was
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
cent.
been engaged for this institute, and for a few days there was a wonderful sumed work.
was there is no doubt in my mind that change in my case, for the pain enThe
highest
temperature
Tbe West Point of th Southwest"
eighty-onmuch good work will be accomplish- tirely left my back and hips and I am
Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiley Love,
degrees on the twenty-nintRanked by United States War Deand the lowest 29 degrees on ed if all who attend are determined thankful there is such a medicine as a farmer living near Covena. Ga., says:
Institupartment as "Distinguished
the fourth. The mean maximum was to do effective labor. Your work in Foley Kidney pills." For sale by all "I have taken Foley Kidney Pills and
tion." Army officers detailed by Wai
find them to be all you claim for them.
67.5 degrees, mean minimum 43.3 de- tins institute if it is the right kind, druggists.
Department.
it
see
will
was
that
live
The
the
after
They
gave me almost instant relief
range
grees.
daily
institute,
greatest
Academic
course, preparThrough
when my kidneys were sluggish and
31 on the fifteenth and the least daily
the very best. No sensible school LACK OF MOISTURE
ing young men for college or business
STRENGTHENED WHEAT. inactive. I can cheerfully recommend
range was 12 degrees on the four- board will knowingly employ the inlift. Great amount of open air work.
them to all sufferers from kidney
teenth. The highest temperature dur- stitute shirker. Only those with
Healthiest location ot any Military
For sale by all druggists.
ing any May was SO degrees in 1S90 push and power and preparation are Corn Hardened in Sympathy and Mod- troubles."
School iu the Union. Located in tbe
erate Buying Gave Oat Market
and the lowest was 24 degrees in 1909. wanted in our schools. I hope that
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
KENTUCKY CONGRESSMAN
Firmness.
Since the first of January there has a spirit of earnest devotion will lead
of the West at an elevation of 3vu(l
AND REPORTER FOUGHT.
been a deficiency of 257 degrees or you in your work here.
feet above sea level, sunshine every
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By
of
an
two
in
and
per
but
day.
average
The
degrees
little rain or snow during ths
discipline
day,
government
Chicago, 111., June 4. Wheat prices 'Py Special Leased Wire to New Mexican;
The total movement of the wind this institute will be the same kind
season.
a tendency to rise today on
showed
Washington, D. C, June 4. Reprewas 6604 or an average hourly veloc as that which we think necessary fn
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
sentative Thomas of Kentucky and
The high the school. We shall expect those account of continued absence of moisity of S.9 miles per hour.
all graduates from standard eastern
ture on Nebraska and Kansas. Re- Joseph Annin, a reporter, engaged in
est velocity for five minutes was thirty-f- who attend to
Ten buildings,
colleges.
regard themselves as ports indicated that the condition of a fight iu a corridor of the House office
throughly
ive
miles
southfrom
the
per hour
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
responsible for good order. We will the crop in Nebraska had fallen off
i building today, over a newspaper story
west on the ninth.
to all respects.
not to'erate idleness or negligence. to 30
per cent as compared with a which Thomas claimed was inaccurate
18 clear days,
were
eleven
There
We
shall
attendance
expect regular
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
week ago. Whole sections were said and misrepresented him.
Annin's
partly cloudy and two cloudy days, and will accept no excuse except on to have been killed
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
friends separated the two men before
hot
by
outright
on
an
and eight days
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SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO

JUNE 4, 1912.

TUESDAY,

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney an Counselor at Law.
Kooms
Caplu.1 Oil? Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
17-1- 8

Assistant District Attorney, Firsi
Judicial District
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
.

Attorncy-at-Law-

Santa Fe,

-

New Mexico.

-

-

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the District Court as
well as before the Supreme Court ui
the State.
Las Cruces, New Mexica
G. W.

PRICHARD,

at Law.
Attorney and Counsel
Practice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bidg., Santa Fe, N. M.
C. W. G. WARD,

....

State District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties.
Las Vegas,

New Mexico.

HARRY D. MOULTON,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
EASLEY & EASLEY,
. Chas. R. Easley,
Chas. F. Easley,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
N. M.

e

j

Stations East and West

All

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Attorneys-at-Law-

j
'

FROM

Taos,

-

j

Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.

For information as to rates, reservations
or write to any
etc., call
Agent or
W.
Santa
Shea,

New Mexico Military

Institute

forty-eigh-

e

Jf-

ym

!

8

SUMMER

e

,

e

c

TOURIST
RATES
EAST

8

c.

SANTA FE, N. M.,

New York,

$76.35

Denver,

$21.10

St. Paul,
$50.25

Colo. Springs,

$18.15

Buffalo,

$69.35

Pueblo,

$16.85

Reduced Ratesjto Many Other Eastern Points.
Dates of Sale Commencing June 1st and on Sale
Daily until

September 30th. 1912. Return limit, October 31. Except
to points east of Chicago and St. Louis, the limit
is 60 days from date of sale.
For further particulars, time tables and literature call on or address
any Santa Fe Agent.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

and

Attorney

Counsellor-at-Law-

.

Practicing before all the Courts in
the State.
Santa Fe, - - . - New Mexico
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS,
Public Stenographer.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block.
Phone Red 162.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO

SANTA FE, N. M.

Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Are You a Seller? An advertiseMexican, the paper 'hat boosts all ment in the classified columns of the
of the time and works for the
New .Mexican will put your real esupbuilding of our new State.
tate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
All legal blanks prepared
according the eyes of all possible buyers.
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
S'.'-tform, for sa'e by the Nr.T
New Mexican want aos
always
Miiican Printing Company.
brings results.

(lri'-ii- l

Hun-ilrnl- s
to some expensive sanatorium,
are now Ktuyliig '(Uiedy at home
curing themselves hi no expense lieyeml
file cost of n few hotttes of inetlieine.
Help Is one who Kpenks from experience:
S. 4th SI.. Colwyn l Diirliy).
I'll.
Tor four ytars
wa
'tientlemeu:
troubled with eolith, wlileh' gradually became worse; I had niplit sweats and pains
1
In my chest.
was l.vshur my appetite
could
and had become no thin and weiik
A
not attend to my household duties.
physician pronounced my, case Consumpf was cvam
Not iH'ina satistb-dtion.
ioed by the physician of the Polyclinic
Hospital: they also pronounced the disease Consumption, which
was proven
later by nn examination of sputum, as
t was
was found.
Tuberculosis
ordered to a Consilium ive Hosplt-il- .
My
nei hew would not allow nie to t;o until
had tried Kekman's Alterative.
I had taken the niedlciirthree weeks
I had marked relief, niirlit sweats ceased:
pain in the hreHst relieved; cuujili
loose and easy; fever left me nio!
I
commenced Retting well. My health
became normal. I ant in excellent health
now and have been completely cured for
I stromjlv
ten years.
recommend it."
1M RS.) MAUY WAPSON.
iSiiinocit
Fckmiin's Alterative
effective In
Asthma. Hay Fever: Throat and
Lung Troubles, and In upbuilding the
system. Ioes not contain poisons, npintin
or
drugs. . Ask for booklet
of cured cases nnd write to Eckman
Lalmratory, Philadelphia. Pn.. for more evidence. For Mile hv all leading druggUta and

jy Zook's Parmacy, Santa Fe.

Quarter of a Century Ago.

(From

New Mexican

of

June

4,

1SS7.)

Denver is aroused by a white slave
case, an attempt to abduct a refined
young woman to Raton being frustrated by her struggles. Emil Seifert.
the villain, also known as La Blanche,
made his way to Albuquerque.
Raton had an $11,000 fire this morning, the Segerstrom drug store being
destroyed.
Arizona experienced a severe earthquake.
Henry Essinger of St. Joseph, is in
town Jollying the merchants.
Wilson Waddingham, W. T. Thornton and Max. Frost left on a visit
to the Mesilla valley.
Colonel Manuel Chaves, father of
Amado Chaves, is seriously ill at San
Mateo. Dr. Easterday of Albuquerque
was called in consultation.
The Santa Fe and Rio Grande rail

roads have consented to give Santa Fe
a favored tourist rate such as is given
only Denver and Los Angeles.
Ralph Halloran has taken up his
residence in Santa Fe and will be deputy V. S. internal revenue collector.
An eastern capitalist was asked four
different prices for a piece of Santa
Fe real estate he wanted to buy on
which to erect a factory. He was disgusted and left for good. This will
not do.
C. W. Dudrow is meeting with great
success in propogating German carp
in his immense lake at Rowe.
Colonel M. R. Johnson finally turned over his office to District Clerk R.
M. Foree and has left with his popular assistant Summers Burkhart for
Las Vegas. Colonel Johnson sllnned
into Burkhart's hands a check for $100
as a token of appreciation for faithful
service.

low.

ADVErt-TISE-

Readers 'or

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertisement in 25 leading newspapers' Sur.-da- y
issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
..
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red i;.
Office Hours 8 a, m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointmsnt.
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

J. m. DIAZ,

DR.

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFIFCE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS. to 3 P. M.
RESIDENCE,

1

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
PHONE 233.
Helped to Keep Down Expenses.
Mrs. J. E. Henry. Akron. Mich., tella
how she did so: "I was bothered
with my kidneys and had to eo nearlv
double. I tried a sample of Foley Kid
ney Pills and they did me so much
good that I bought a bottle, and feel
that they saved me a big doctor's bill."
You cannot get up to date printing
jnless you have
material
and facilities. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
tne same time expert mechanics.
Vour orders are always assured ner
sonal attention.
New

brings

Help the kidneys do their work.
Doan's Kidney Pills build up weak

Mexican

resi'u

WU

ads

always

kidneys.

Santa Fe people endorse our claim.
Manuel Delgado,
140 Canon
St.,
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The public statement I gave in praise of
Doan's Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds
For four or five years I was
good.
subject to attacks of backache which
were so severe that I was unable to
work.
I tried various remedies said
to be cures for such troubles, but
nothing benefitted me until I used
Doan's Kidney Pills. They promptly
proved their worth and effected a
cure which has been permanent. Mv
experience with Doan's Kidney Pills
nas Deen gratifying that I gladly
recommend them."
For sale by all deaiurs. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
Fostec-Milbur-

n

States.
Remember the name
take no other.

Doan's and

?

Tell your story to
2,000,000

8

$44.35

New Mexico.

o

June 1st to September 30th

$50.35

Be-

H. L. ORTIZ,

'

EFFECT

-

-

2

Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande

.

Practice in all the Courts and
fore the Interior Department.

CENTENNIAL

EXTjj

rcicDOATiriM

tyjJ
SANTA FE, N. M.,

SISTERS OF LORETTO

June

11th to

ONE AND

15th, 1912.

ONE-FIFT- H

FARE

ALL POINTS IN NEW MEXICO

To Santa Fe and Return
DATES OF SALE,

June

10th,

I

It hand 12 th.

Return

Limit, June 17th, 1912.
H.S. LUTZ, Aft., SANTA FE.N.M.

TUESDAY, JUNE 4, 1912.

THE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN. SAXTA FE. X. M.
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fore, proper and fitting that the honor
you can afford weekly. We guarantee
American Yeoni
The "poison squad" at the Hahneof the victory, so far as it
Meets First Fri work when through.
pertains to
mann college was formed very quietly.
the state of Xew Mexico, should beWe Want a Janitor 2 hours daily in
day of the month
If came into existence on March 1 and
long to us the Progressive Republiat the Fireman' exchange for instruction. We want a
is under the direct supervision of Dr.
can League, and why should we rielnv
parents, and
Hall. H. Voremau. hustler to interview
Edmund T. .Xesbit, director of the Her-ma good
longer to assert the right to claim the
guarantee
We want
wage.
A.
P.
Robinson.
of
the
laboratory
college.
reward of the victory, when we are
Cor. bee. Fred F. teachers and others to go into the
Dr. Xesbit called for volunteers from
the pioneers in the movement which
country, take 2 typewriting machines
Alaria.
among the students. He said he wantwith them and leave at newly enrolled
brought about the reforms and which
ed men who were willing to do somenow permeate the
atmosphere of our
ODD FELLOWS, pupils' houses and to sell the $"l0 self
thing for the benefit of humanity at
glorious state and sounds the death
No. 2, I. O. O. F. instructing shorthand text hooks, and
large, even though it might be to their
knell to bosses and cane rule Kimila.
$10 blindfold typewriting cards. Busiown discomfiture.
Santa Fe Lodgs ness
Twenty-fivstudtion and political piracy. We must be
College, Santa Fe, W. Norton.
meets
ents volunteered.
Of these fourteen
regularly
careful in choosing our assoclnt ee lest
..
. .
fUl
J
Principal.
of the most perfect physically were
8
0
at
clock
niuisuay
evening
the effect on our cause be disastrous jccijr
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visfttno- hmth.
chosen, eleven as regular members of
and we lose the confidence of th n.n.
ers always welcome.
the squad and three as alternates.
NOTICE.
pie which we have so meritoriously
For thirty days the members of the
in
our
gained
splendid work. We must
Proposals will be received by the
squad were given doses of caffeine
Santa Fe Camp No.
work in harmony, organize thoromrhlv
hoard of county commissioners of
while Dr. Xesbit and his assistants
6673, R. N. A. meets
and be prepared to reap the whole re
made personal observations, taking
One can
first Tuesday of eacn Santa Fe county, Xew Mexico, for the
ward for the energy which we Iiavp
relief from the ills caused by
construction of a bridge over the Santhe pulses and temperature of the'
month; social meeting ta
spent in the cause of good government
members of the squad and making
and rule of the people. There are
third Tuesday at Fire the Fe river on Aeua Fria road within
notes on their general physical condicity limits of the city of Santa Fe.
coffee by
those who have held aloof and have
man's Hall. Visiting
10
it
and using
and specifications are now on
flans
tion. It was not until within the last
persisted in playing the eame under
neighbors welcome.
file in the office of the countv clerk.
few days that one member of the squad
the old rules. They have come to see
NETTIE
VICKROY,
Bidders will be permitted to submit
weakened under the experiment to
the writing upon the wall and now ore
Oracle
such an extent that it was necessary
plans and specifications of their own
the
to
MAGGIE
claiming
share.
U FRIDAY. Recorder.
right
They may
to send him to the hospital. Dr. Xes(subject to the approval of the board)
stand up with us as followers, hut nev.
bit refuses to reveal the name of the
together with their bid. All bids will
er again as our leaders. A new deal is
be opened on the first day of July, A.
student who collapsed, but declares
on and the new deal shall Hvo if wo TIME TABLE ALL
D., 1M12, at 2 o'clock p. m.
that through proper treatment immeare to have honest government, clean
LOCAL
TRAINS reserves the right to rejectTheanyboard
and
diately he soon recovered.
and prosperity in tho Stnto nf
pontics
all bids.
The caffeine was administered in a
New Mexico: if we are to hnnrl ilnwn
The following are the time tabia
JOSE ORTIZ Y PIXO,
solution and was mixed with the wato our posterity the heritage of whole
of the local railroads:
Attest:
ter the squad drank. The students did
Chairman.
some laws, wealth, development
of
M. A. ORTIZ. Clerk.
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
not know when they were getting the
our resources and prosperity.
Leave
May 31st, 1912.
catfeine. There were no stated times
The following resolutions
were
8:10 a. m., to connect wah No. o
for giving it in order to keep the mind
adopted :
THEY PUT AN END TO IT.
of the student free from worry in orwestbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Whereas, that splendid
American.
Charles Sable. 30 Conk St Roches.
der that the physical condition might
Fe
Santa
at
arrive
lz:lll
Returning,
Theodore Roosevelt, is now before the
ter, X. Y., says he recommends Foley
not be changed materially through
P. m.
people as a candidate for the T?
t Me action of the brain.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to Kidney Pills at every opportunity becan nomination for President of the
cause
gave him nrornnt relief
Before joining the "poison squad"
i nlted States, tn resnonse to nn mr. connect with No. 1 westbound and No. Irom a they
bad case of kidney trouble that
each student had to sign a release
eastbound.
I
demandwhelming popular
and
high-gradhad long bothered him. Such a recomagainst any action for damages against
Whereas, this great nonnlnr nnrisinwi
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m. mendation,
comine from Mr Rahle Is
the college.
in behalf of true Americanism
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con
is cer-- '
direct and convincing evidence of the
The laboratory was organized about
tain to result in makinn Colonel Rnmn. nect with No. 7 westboun and No. 4
fifteen months ago with Dr. Xesbit as
great curative qualities of Foley Kid
velt the standard bearer in the com- eastbound
ney Fills,
sale by all druggists.
director, and almost immediately an
ing campaign. Xow, therefore, be it
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:3i
exhaustive study was started to asResolved, That it is the sense of this p. m.
Xew Mexican Want Ads Drinvs
certain the destructive qualities of cafmeeting that all county vice
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con results every time.
feine as used in food stuffs.
dents of this league be and thev are ncct with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
The students continued to live at
hereby instructed to immediately or- westbound.
the dormitories or at boarding houses,
ganize clubs in their cities and towns
Returning, arrive at Santa F?, 11:30
but they were required to take their
to be known aB the Roosevelt
ANNUAL
Progres- p. m.
meals at the trainine table located in
sive Clubs, and begin the campaign
cut-of- f
for the Belen
CONVENTION
If the 10
the hospital near the diet kitchen. Be
Passengers
shows you some
work for the coming presidential
and Pecos Valley points shorn! now
rore each meal the temperature was
CHRISTIAN CHURCH,
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 as
the
rocotded,
pulse and respiration
WEST TEXAS,
conclude
perhaps
were
worth
heretofore.
you
taken and the blood pressure was
Connection leaves Albu
may
more
COTTON CROP WILL AVERAGE
tested. During the period the drug
78.9 PER CENT OF NORMAL. querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:2t
was administered only Dr. Xesbit knew
a. m.
to be well
to drink coffee
to
up
the amount apportioned to each man
you
(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican 1
and when and In what quantity it was
D. & R. G. Ry.
Washington, D. C, June 4. The deto decide.
administered.
Xew York Sun Mav
Leaves 10:05 e. m. for north.
of
In
partment
its
first
agriculture
1912.
12,
Arrive 4:20 p. ra. from north
Round Trip from
cotton report of the season estimates
Fe
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RY
the production on May 25 of the growDATES OF SALE,
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with
ing cotton crop to be 7S.9 per cent of
No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
a normal.
Arrive 4:15 p. m, with connections
Return Limit, June Hth, 1912.
Hottest DaV This
Yoaterrlnv from No. 3 east.
the thermometer reached the highest!
It will not pay you to waste your
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
point; since last August, 84 degrees.
However the minimum was only 63 de tiem writing out your legal form
POSTUM CEREL CO., LTD., B TTLE CREEK, MICH.
H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,
grees, and the relative humidity was when you can get them already print,
down to 9 per cent. For tomorrow fair ed at the New Mexican Printing
Santa Fe, : : New Mexico
weather is predicted.
Company.
.
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are sick

i

tains about 2 grains of "caffeine"
the it tig that yot t ead abotit here
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suffer

heart

other

healthdue
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" caffeine,"

their

The cause is often not under
stood until expert medical test
shows up the bald facts
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get

quitting

for

days
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pure, palatable food beverage
that tastes much like
e
Sava but is absolutely free from
Caffeine or any other drug.
days' trial
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$17.90
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Why are athletes

the

meat man's

m

friends?

The Home of Quality Groceries

ROUND

DAILY

the death of Brieadier
General Duncan, will be
retained
there at least until the appointment
of a new brigadier to succeed General
Duncan. This was announced today
have an un- by Major General Leonard
Wood,
chief of staff.
broken ten vear
.
Federals Advancing.
record of leader- - V I:
History Now on Sale B. M. "Read s
Jimenez, Mex., June 4. After a
Illustrated History of New Mexico, just lapse of ten daySi in which many
ship on quality
from press, is now for sale and may bridges burned by the rebels have been
and service.
be ordered directly from the author, repajred tne main column of the fed-o- r
Sold by all dealer
through the New Mexican Printing era) army has begun an advance
who consider
Price ?10.
Rosalia.
46
miles
toward
Santa
warj
quality
Use a Cold Cream which Imparts a. from here, where the government van
s
ook
to
ttose
Use
toe Skin.
softness
x
a,d alreadv is stationed.
Cold Cream.
A brigade of cavalry is expected to
Remember it's a great war picture join the guard at Santa Rosalia today.
"War's Havoc" at the Tlks' tonight.
the main forces being scheduled- - to
Ninety-fou- r
at Albuquerque The reach there in two days. Nothing has tion headed by Captain Fechteler is
official thermometer at Albuquerque been heard of a rebel movement south-war- aboard the Arkansas, the vessel still
is in the hands of the New York shipfrom Bachiniba.
yesterday registered 94 degrees in the
building Company of Camden, New
shade, ten degrees above the maximum at Santa Fe. Even at 6 o'clock PHILIPPIC BY SENATOR KERN. Jersey. The ship is being navigated
over the trial course by employes of
last evening, the thermometer at Albuthe builders and any damage sustainContinued irom rase One.:'
querque still indicated 92 in the shade
and the temperature did not drop to
ed, in the accident will have to be
70 during the night.
mittee to make the preliminary survey borne by the contractors.
For Wind, tan or sunturn try an ap- of the investigation.
The Arkansas scraped along the
plication of Zook's Benzoin, Witch HaRoswell Gets Federal Building.
feet. The
rocky ridge ror forty-fivzel and Almond Cream.
Washington, D. C, June 4. The ship is leaking some, but not beyond
Good Time Is Promised
Tonight sundry civil appropriation bill report the jtontrol of her pumps. Probably
promises to be one of the gala nights ed to the House today, carries an item the double bottom alone saved the
in the history of the Santa Fe County of $50,000 for commencing work
on vessel from sinking.
The Democratic the Grand Junction federal building;
Democratic Club.
members of the legislature will be $30,000 for commencing the Casper, MARGARET E. SANGSTER,
the guests of the c'ub, there will be Wyoming building: $10,000 for com- AUTHOR, DIED TODAY.
cigars in plenty, and a short program jmencing the Douglas, Wyoming, build-o- f
talks by the guests of the evening ing: $ir,000 for completing the Rock (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., June 4. Margar- together with a short business ses-- ; Springs, Wyoming, building and
Besides the fact that a number 000 for completing the Roswell, New et E. Sangster, the author, died today
of matters of interest to the club Mexico, building; also an item of , at her home in Glen Ridge, New
members will be discussed, a general $X600 for the Wyoming Agricultural Jersey.
good time and pieasant evening is an-- ; Station.
Will Help the Utes.
The meeting hour is 8j
AVIATOR WHO SURVIVED
ticipated.
ACCIDENTS TO FLY AGAIN.
o'clock, and the place, Delgado Hall, j Washington. June 4 The secretary
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent ;0r the interior has recommended an
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-- appropriation of $::,:!05.000 to pay a (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlca.i)
Kansas City, Mo., June 4. Robert
ing all modern conveniences, includ- - j idgment rendered
the United
by
Fowler, the aviator who more than
ing electric light, steam heat: and states court of claims in favor of
in the First
National Bank 0)ado and rtah on the ITinta and a year ago survived a series of accidents in an attempted flight from the
b.ulding. Apply to F. M. Jones.
0uray resel.Viltions Tne indians are
Fourteen Years Ago Today Four- - .....,,., . hp s,.1Tp,.in for Ia(,k of Pacific to the Atlantic ocean, will start
from here to .Omaha next Saturday
j teen years ago the Chihuahua,
Mexjc, $lecessilils of liie
morning.
Enterprise, printed the following: Ex- Governor W. T. Thornton of New Mex-- I NEW BATTLESHIP ARKANSAS
ico, purchased the San Miguel mine
WANTED Girl to do general liouss
MET WITH ACCIDENT.
in Sonora. Captain Charles Hunt, the
work in small family. Apply S. New
blonde sycamore proprietor of Hotel
Mexican.
SpPC,i" T'eB"ed Wlre 10 Npw Mex,ran)
Palacio, went to El Paso on a cattle (By
4.
Informa-i
Wellington. D. C, June
deal. Mrs. Tom Gable, wife of one of
WANTED A good woman cook,
the proprietors of the Palace hotel, ar- - tion tnat the new dreadnaught Arkan-- j wages $40 per month. Apply New
rived from Santa Fe, New Mexico. .sas ha met wUn an accident on her Mexican.
Hunt & Gable, proprietors of the Hotel trial tri" oft the Maine coast has
Palacio, are making many improve- - reachei the navy department. The
detafls are not yet available but it is
ments around the place.
thought the ship is not in danger;.-- ..
A report to the navy department
MEXICAN ARMIES MARKING TIME
says the "skin" of the ship was badly Seeley's New Spermatic Shield Truss
Direct and lateral hernial
dented, but not broken, b ya reef or Affording perfect retention.
(Continued from page one.)
Support, gttmulatinit Increased blood circulation,
up wliMed relaxed tttumea, thereby contra ting
ridge, but that efforts will be made 4o hernial
vessels from or- ring CUKE. Shields
continue the trial trips regardless.' oil
voidable with any other form or pad
by General Huerta's main columns
nown. LoiiKestabllshfdBtliomeandBbroad,
h' liable.
accident.
the
Ive
Detailed
mall orders a Specialty. Send Tor
that he has sent General Francisco .'
Circular. NKKLKY'tf KSUKL.. I4
SI., X.,lifcg
board
of
the
naval
inspecAlthough
Established 18W Matrons all at tons.
Del Tori southward to
Sftnta
Rosalia.
Chihuahua Relieved.
The knowledge that a battle even
at Bachimba, forty-similes
awy
from Chihuahua is not imminent for
several days, has relieved the ters?iou
that existed there for some time.
Stever to Remain in Command,
Washington, D. C, June 4. Co.onel
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
E. Z. Stever, commanding the United
Phone Black 12.
States cavalry along the Mexican bor, R. V. BOYLE,
Mgr
der line, and who has been acting
Down Town Stand i.i Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
commander of the Texas department
of Texas since

it Roc liim.
The. Class
Graduates Go Picnicking
of '12, Santa Fe high school .left the!
city this morning for Monument Rock
where they will spend the day picnicking,. The class was chaperoned by
Mesdames Fischer, Hoover and Nud-in-

IIP.

WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., June 4. Tonight and Wednesday fair, not
much change in temperature.

Going Picnicking?

TUESDAY, JUNE 4, 1912.

M.

!

TIRES

.

j

WHAT
A POOR PICNIC
Because they are such great
for meets!

hands

Picnic Would Be

A

Meats to Roast,Meats to Fry!

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!

The Best Meats
Always

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

The Meats to Buy!

Appetizing Picnic Delicacies

Meatsto Boil! Meatsto Stew!
The Best Meats Should Always

Adobe bricks for1 sale at Frank F.
Gormley.
War's Havoc a mammoth military
production. See it at the Elks' tonight.
Scalecide for the San Jose scale
can be obtained at Goebels.
Convict Escapes Charles Garner,
serving two to four years for horse
stealing, escaped from the convict
good roads camp north of Albuquerque.
All Boxes of the Santa Fe Electric
Laundry brought Into the office will
be redeemed at 10c doz.
No Meeting of City Council There
will be no meeting1 of the city council
tonight.
Cease Your Searcti for delightful
candies. Go straight to Zook's and
you'll be glad. Fresh today.
The board
County Commissioners
of county commissioners met yester- day and today at the county court
house as a board of equalization.
Niagara Silk Gloves, new line, staple
colors, in long and short, Just
received-"Townsend.-

BE THE MEATS FOR YOU

AND EVERYTHING

!

You'll Always Find Them Here!

THERE IS

Plaza Market Co.

THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!

Phone:92.

Taos Couple Married Here J. H.
Dunn and Adelaide Sandoval, both of
Taos, arrived in Santa Fe yesterday
afternoon from their home and were
married by M. B. Salazar, justice of
the peace. Mr. Dunn conducts a feed
stable and road house.
Warm Weather is coming. Cooklne
by electricity is cheaper than coal.

north-Compan-

e

$20,-sio-

i

j

;

35 c.

BUTTER!

BUTTER!

NOW AT

35c.

j

-

j

HOUSEWIVES
Phone 4.

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.

YOU CAN FINISH
YOUR WOODWORK
ANY COLOR

!

WITH

S. SPITZ,

"SUNSHINE"
FINISHES

THE JEWELER.
MEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVT YOU?. WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH wi.l run without
oil or clean !nr lonrer than
any oilier p.xz of machin
ery bul it needs both occasion- -

A

city.
li you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travc.3 over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil am! a cleaning
a year. It will increase the
and accuracy of vour watch
.cave your watch with us

Ue

FOR

It is easy to apply and gives the best results

Put up

of any wood finish known.

in the following colors:

E

TRUSSES SHr

Build-in- n

dewi-tp- i

e

Watches
and
Clocks.
" Time

Pieces That Are

LIGHT OAK,

INDIAN

ROYAL

MOORISH REDWOOD,

WALNUT,

MEDOC

OAK,

CHERRY,

GREEN ASH,

SPANISH MAHOGANY, ORIENTAL ROSEWOOD.

BLUE

FLAT WHITE,

GLOSS WHITE,

DEAD BLACK,

GLOSS BLACK,

GOLD, SILVER,

NATURAL.

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply

Reliable."

y.

BIRCH,

Company

fLOWEpS

x

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN

THE BIG STORE
WHEN

THE

THE YOUNG MEN of this
really get on to the way we

are handling: this

good

clothes

SUITS are

all-wo- ol

quality and

tailoring back of them that

makes the style stay stylish, and that's one

matter,

thing young men want. What's the good of

there'll be " nothing to it." We'll have them

style if it doesn't last ? See the

all here for our

NEW NORFOLKS, THE

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

SHAPE-MAKE-

R,

THE 1912 VARSITY,

FINE SUITS,

THE NEW ENGLISH MODELS.

because the young men's stuff we've got is
all right

it's got the style.

Suits $22.50 and up
Copyright Hut SctuOaer tc Mux

Home of Hart; Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

NATHAN SALMON

